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ABSTRACT
Time Use and Attitudes Among Siblings:
A Comparison in Families of Children
With and Without Down Syndrome
by
Glenna C. Boyce, Doctor of Philosophy
Utah State University, 1990
Major Professor: Dr. Brent C. Miller
Department: Family and Human Development
Time use, attitudes, and perceptions of 120 sib lings, aged 10 to
17, of children with and without Down syndrome were compared.
was compared in 10 composite and 14 focused categories.

Time use

Overall, the

findings evidenced marked similarities between groups in time use.
Siblings of ch i ldren in both groups spent similar amounts of time
performing household duties, shopping, s leeping , eating, playing,
participat in g in sports , and watching TV.

The s iblings of children wit h

Down syndrome did differ from the compar i son group in their school
attendance.

They also spent less time in socia l activities and more

time in ch ild care and working for pay .

Although the presence of a

child with Down syndrome had little effect on time use, age and gender
were found to be important variables.

The two groups did not differ

significant ly in their attitudes concerning their own happiness,
friendships, families, school, and expectations.

The s ibling s of

children with Down syndrome did report more frequent family activities
than did the comparison si blings.

Within the sample of siblings of

xi
children with Down syndrome, compar i sons were made between the sib lings
who were relatively older or younger than the ch ild with Down syndrome
and between the sib lings of low- or high-functioning children with Down
syndrome.

Neither time use nor attitude comparisons showed any

statistica l differences, except that older siblings provided child care
and younger siblings did not.

The child care issue is a major concern

for researchers and families.

In this study, most siblings, even most

older siblings , did not report time providing child care, although a
relatively few older s iblings appeared to provide child care
extensively.
(146 pages)

CHAPTER I
INTROOUCTION
Statement of Purpose
The purpose of thi s research project was to examine the influence
of the presence of a retarded child on brothers and sisters.

Siblings'

ac ti vit ies and their self-reported we ll-being was investigated and
compared to s imil ar measures of sibli ngs in families with nonretarded
ch ildren.

Also, the attitudes of the brothers and sisters of retarded

chi l dren concerning the handicapped child were assessed.

This s ibling

study was part of a larger research project (Barnett, 1987) that studi ed
the effects of a retarded child on families by comparing 300 familie s of
chil dren with Down syndrome to a sample of families of children without
Down syndrome.
Rat ionale
There has been a long hi story of concern by cl inicians,
researchers, and parents about the psychological distress experienced by
s iblings of retarded children (Farber, 1959, 1960; Farber &Jenne, 1963;
Gath, 1974; Poznanski, 1969; San Martino & Newman, 1974; Trevino, 1979).
Various forms of psychological distress have been noted, including
anx i ety , depression, identity problems, aggression, and withdrawal
behaviors.

Researchers have advanced various explanations for the

psychological problems of the s iblings and have speculated that the
s i blings' activities, especia ll y those of older sisters, are different
from those in ordinary families and that they are overburdened with
helping to care for the retarded child and increased household work
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(Farber, 1960; Gath, 1974).

However, few attempts have been made to

actually measure, describe, or compare these sibl ings ' activities with
the activities of siblings in families without retarded children.
Various methodological problems have been identified in the
research concerned with siblings of retarded children.

Murphy (1982)

noted that many of the studies have been clinical observations, few
studies have been controlled studies, an d even fewer have used control
groups.

Often the samples have been sma ll, and the data collected have

been retrospective data based on respondents' (usually the mothers')
estimates.

Reviewers have noted that many of the findings have been

highly var iable, if not inconsistent (Byrne &Cunningham, 1985; Crnic &
Leconte, 1986; Kazak, 1986).

Descriptive studies that provide normative

data for families with retarded children have been called for (Longo &
Bond, 1984; Brody & Stoneman, 1983) .
Reviewers have also noted that there does not appear to be a
simp le relationship between the presence of a retarded child and
negative psychological effects on sib lings (Correa, Si l berman, & Trusty,
1986; Lobato, 1983).

Some studies have found evidence of mixed and/or

positive effects (Grossman, 1972; McHale, Sloan, &Simeonsson, 1986;
Miller, 1974) for the siblings.

Therefore, many researchers have

indicated the need for consideration of contextua l variables and
theoretical frameworks that allow for the investigation of interacting
variables (i.e. , SES, family size, age, and sex of siblings).
During the period of time in which research on sib lings of
retarded child ren has been conducted, events in soc iety, suc h as the
passage of Public Laws 94-142 and 99-457, have occurred that have
affected the lives of retarded children and their families.

Deinstitutionalization and mainstreaming of retarded children into
public schools have become common.

Consequentl y, the interactions

between the families with retarded chi ldren and the broader soc i al
commu nity have changed, and the prob lemat ic aspects of th e relation ships
between retarded chi ldren and their sib ling s may be very different than
before (McHale et al., 1986).

Some of the findings of studies conducted

before t hese changes may no longer be valid.
Therefore, basic question s about the effe cts of a retarded child
on a sibl ing's function and well-being remain unanswered and still need
to be addressed.

There is a pressing need t o provide baseline

information about sibling function and wel l-be in g in f amili es wit h
retarded chil dren.

What is life like in these fam i l ie s?

How does daily

life compare to l ife in families without retarded child ren?
fami li es have stresses and stra in s .

All

Are the stra ins i n these families

significantly different or more severe?
Parents of retarded children want and need this baseline
information .

Deinstitut ionalizat ion has been generally accep t ed,

because t he retarded child i s more likely to r eceive t he stimulation,
guida nce, and nurturance necessary for development in the home than in
an institution (Stoneman & Brody, 1984).

Still, parents want to know

how the retarded child' s presence i n the home affects the deve lopment of
the other children in the family .

All parents, and especially parents

of retarded children, want to know how their children affect each
ot her' s deve lopment.

Clinicians and designers of interven tion programs

also need this type of informat ion in order to help families deal with
the stresses and max imi ze t he deve lopment of all their children .
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These normative data should describe both internal functioning of
siblings in the home s and external functioning outside the home.
Internal functioning can be measured by time spent in house hold tasks,
child care, play, etc.; and external functioning can be measured by time
spent in lessons, sports, hobbies, and other activit ies.
The present study has attemp ted to address the issues raised in
the previous discussion.

The time diary method, as it has been

developed by Juster and Stafford (1985), is a proven method of obtaini ng
accurate data on the daily functio ning of families.

It has been

reported as being superior over other time use measurements , especia ll y
superior to the "fami liar short-cut method of genera l respondent
est imates" (Gershuny &Robinson, 1988, p. 541).

The infor mat ion

obtained provided a baseline of "normal" everyday functioning of
siblings in these families.

The project also met other impo rta nt needs

suggested in the literature and discussed previously , including a
sizeab le sample, a comparison group, and a study desig n that allowed for
the study of interaction among var i ab l es.
Conceptual Framework
The present invest igat ion was guided by the conceptual frameworks
of fami ly systems the ory, ecological theory, and transactional theory.
Within the family system, the three major subsystems are the spousa l,
parenta l, and sibli ng subsystems (Skrtic, Summers, Brotherson, &
Tu rnbul l, 1984) .

There i s interaction between these subsystems and the

indiv iduals wit hin the subsystems.

Members are affected both directly

and indirectly by characteristics of ot her fam i ly members and
characteristics of the subsystems.

For example, the presence of mental

retardation in one member affects other family members and
relationships, both directly and indirectly.

The functioning and well-

being of a sibling might be directly affected by interactions wit h the
retarded child.

For example, greater role asymmetries have been found

between two siblings when one is retarded (Stoneman, Brody, Davis, &
Crapps, 1987).

The children can be indirectly affected by the marital

relationship of their parents.

Also, in a family with a retarded child,

the siblings' functioning can be indirectly affected by t he relationship
of a parent with a retarded child.

It has been theorized that when

parents spend large portions of time with the retarded child, other
siblings are deprived of parental attention and may be at risk for
psychological problems (Lobato, 1983).
Bronfenbrenner's (1977) ecological model presents three other
levels of systems outside the microsystem of the family th at influence
individual development.

Family members are also affected by their own

interaction and other family member's interaction with these outside
systems.

For example, the father's or mother 's part icipation in work

outside the home and the consequent income affects the children.
A bas ic tenet of Bronfenbrenner's (1977) model is that a change in
any part of the system affects the system as a whole and its various
subpart s.
changes.

The family system and its subsystems have to adapt to these
The parental system, for example, changes and adapts to the

child's changing behaviors as the child grows and develops.

Change and

adaptation are ongoing in the family.
The present investigation is also guided by the theory of time,
goods, and wel l- being (Juster &Stafford , 1985).

Time al location across

different activities is constrained by one's resources and the past and
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present contexts.

Change i s produced by the time use allocation.

Well-

being is a produ ct of the original resources and contexts, the time
spent , or the changed resources and contexts.

These theories will be

exp lained more fully in Chapter II.
Definitions
The term "siblings" includes all brothers and sisters in a family,
but in order to be clear and precise, sibling is used exclusively in
this study to refer to the brothers and sisters of the child who has
Down syndrome .

The person with Down syndrome is referred to as the

chi ld with Down syndrome.
The term "families of children without Down syndrome" is used to
refer to the sample of familie s who have children without mental
retardation .

Specifically, the term refers to those families in the

natio nal ly represen tative data set of the 1981-82 University of Michigan
Institute of Soc i a l Re sear ch Time Use Study (Juster & Stafford, 1985).
Time us e data or time diary data refers to the chronological
information co llected by telephone interview concerning the 24-hour day
preceding the day of the interview.

This methodo logy is explained in

the Design and Instrumentatio n section.
the time spent in various activities.

The term "time use" refers to
Time use is sometimes used

interchangeably with the term "activities."
Research Questions
The research questions addressed included both between-group
comparisons , comparing the siblings of children with and without Down

syndrome, and within -group compar iso ns, within the group of s ibling s of
chi l dr en with Down syndrome .
Between-Group Research Qu estions
1.

How does the presence of a chi ld with Down syndrome,

interacting with other sibling and family variables, affect siblings'
activities, attitudes, and perceptions? Specifically, the sibling
variables of age and sex and the family variables of mother's and
father' s age, years of education, and hours of work outside the home and
family s ize, parents' marital status, total income, and ethnicity were
examined along with the variable of presence of a chi ld with or without
Down syndrome.
Within-Group Research Question s
1.

How does the relative age of the sibling (being older or

you nger than the chi ld with Down syndrome ) affect the sibling's
activiti es , att itud es, and perce ptions?
2.

Does the level of competence of the child with Down syndrome

affect the sibling's activities, attitudes, and perceptions ?
In sum, by compari ng the activ ities, attitudes, and perceptions of
the two groups of siblings, differences and si mil arities would be
revealed.

Such f indings make significant contributions to the

literature concerned with sib lings of retarded children as well as the
developmental literature concerned with the growth and development of
children in families.

It was hoped that the findings could be useful to

those who work with families wi t h retarded children and to those
fami li es themse lves.
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
This review of literature addresses various issues that indicate
the need for the present study.

First, the findings of previous

research, including methodological problems, that are pertinent to the
present study are reviewed.

Within this review of pertinent research

literature, both studies of families of handicapped children and normal
child development studies are included.

The societa l changes that have

created a need for new data are delineated.
from which the study comes are explained .

The theoretical frameworks
Finally, the rationale for

choosing the methodology and its appropriateness are discussed.
Siblings of Handicapped Children
Research on families of children with handicaps has sometimes
focused on mentally retarded children or children with specific
diagnoses but has often included children with a variety of handicapping
conditions.

This review of literature includes studies of various

handicaps but focuses primarily on those concerned with siblings of
retarded chi ldren.
Negative and Positive Outcomes
Since the 1950s and the adve nt of deinstitutionalization, there
has been a history of concern by parents, clinicians, and researchers
about the retarded child's effect on the other siblings in the family .
Early studies focused on the increased risk of psychologi cal distress
these normal sibl ing s faced and attempted to identify siblings'
psychological disorders.

Anxiety , (Farber, 1959, 1960; Grossman, 1972;

I
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Schreiber & Feeley, 1965), depressio n (Holt, 1958), identity problems
(Grossman, 1972), antisocial behaviors (Gath, 1973, 1974), and
psychiatric difficulties (Poznanski, 1969) were identified.

Recent

studies have also indicated some negative psychological outcomes for the
s iblings of retarded children (Gath &Gumley, 1987; Lobato, Barbour,
Ha ll, &Miller, 1987).
However, through the years of research, positive characteristics
have al so been identified.

Qualities such as greater tolerance,

understanding of people, compassion, and a dedication to altruistic
goals were found by Grossman (1972).

The adolescents studied by

Graliker, Fishler, and Koch (1962) were found to lead normal lives with
good relationships wit h their fami lies and younger retarded siblings.
Likewise, relationships of siblings with the retarded child have been
found to be positive when rated by both mothers and siblings (McHale
et al. , 1986).

Finally, hi gh levels of nurturance in siblings for their

yo unger brothers and sisters with Down syndrome were found by
Abramovitch, Stanhope, Pep ler, and Corter (1987).
Consequently, confusion concerning the effects of retarded
children on their normal s iblings remains.

McHale et al. (1986) found

that there is much greater variab ility in responses in groups of
s ibling s of handicapped and retarded children than there is in groups of
s iblings of children without handicaps.

Their finding may be

significant to the issue of contradictory findings.

In their study, the

standard deviation of the scores of siblings of handicapped children was
much higher than the standard deviation of the scores of the comparison
siblings, showing that the response to the presence of a retarded child
in the family is highly variable.

Because of the risk of serious
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psychological problems for these s iblings, all who are involved with
retarded ch ildren and their f amilies need more factual information
regarding these families.

Family time use could show how the actual

daily life activities relate to the attitudes and well-being of the
siblings, as well as those of al l family members.
Assumption of Burden of Care
Early studies tried to identify the variables that relate to the
negative psychological effects on the siblings.

One of the variables

thought to cause negative effects is the burden of physical care of the
retarded ch ildren .

Table 1 includes a listing of the stud ies of

sib lings of handicapped children that report findings or implications of
time spent in various activitie s .

The research of Farber (1959, 1960).

Gath (1972, 1973, 1974), and Grossman (1972) helped to focus the
research and identify time use as a concern .
In trying to understand the effects in families of retarded
childre n, Farber (1959, 1960; Farber & Jenne, 1963) looked at the effect
of the retarded ch i ld on the family life cyc le and considered the fa mily
life cycle "arrested" when the retarded chi ld didn't progress through
the normal stages.

They also studied the "role tension " for siblings.

Sibling role tension, defined as a subjective feeling of frustr atio n,
tension , or anxiety resulting from having to assume respon s ibilitie s for
the retarded child, is a score based on the mother's rating of 10
personality traits of the sibling (i.e., gets angry easily, stubborn,
jealous).

Role tension was thought to be more pronounced for the

yo unger normal siblings (especially sisters), because as they grow
older, they exc hange roles with the older retarded child and take on the
supero rdinate role that the older ch i ld usually has.

Table 1
Studie s of Sib ling s of Handicapped Children With Time Use Findings or
lBllLlicat ion s (Listed Chronologically)
Age of
Reference

Holt. 1958

Research

Compar1son

destgn

group

Interview

Sample
stze

Age of

slbltng

No

201 families

No

240 families

X·

No.ofslbsvarled
w/o!Inalysls

x· 6.3 years

Specific

~<'Indlcapped

cl'l11d

Type of
handicap

3-15 years

Retarded

x • 8.7

Retarded

outcome

Interview

for sibs

11.4 years
oldergfoup

years

Fowle, L91j8

Interview

parent report

Yos

48 sibs
child
48 sibs
ch1ld

.",!retarded
at home
w/ret arded
lnst1tu-

tlonllllzeo

6-17 years

Farber Slbltng Role
Tenslonlndex
(subJectlvefeel1ng
of frustration,

younger
group

tension, or IInxlety

i· 9.5

yeilu

Retarded

Other
findIngs

11 sibs (SII) suffered 10% sibs showed
frOlll caretaking.
resentment.
11 older sisters
5\ sibs showed
surrogate caretakers. entl~rrassment .
8 brothers cllretakers.
126 fam1l1es (63%)
social holatlon.
Rela;r;atlonactlvltles
111ll1ted.

prl11\l1rl1y

maternal report

I~llc~tlons

of t1me use

IMternal report

Farber, 1959
Farber, 1960
Farber 10. Jerlne, 1963

f1ndlngsor

Farber Stbl1ng Role

Tension Index

Sibling Role Tension
SRT highest for
younger normal
(SRT) result of
caretaklngof&
sib.
responslbl1lty for
ret~rded child.
SRT higher forststers
than brothers, due
to caretaking.
Severlty of retardation
affects careglvlng.
Brothers' Increased
activities out of
home.
Shters' act1vltle5
restricted.
SIsters IDOre role
tens\onlfretarGed
child at home.
Does not discuss sib
tlctlvltles

Role tension 51g.
higher for sibs
when retarded
chl1d at home,
partlcultlrly
for oldest
sister.
(table continues)
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Role ten s ion was found to be sig nificantl y greater for si bling s ,
espec i ally for s i sters, if the retarded chi ld was highly dependent.
Role tension was greater for s isters if the sibling lived at home but
was greater for brothers if the sibling was in an institution.

Sisters

who frequently interacted with the retarded child had more tense role
relations with the mother.

Farber (1959), in interpreting these

findings, suggested that the sister's roles in the home expanded to
include many adult-like activities when the retarded child lived at home
and was highly dependent.

She shared "the burden of care" with her

mot her.
Gath's studies (1972, 1973, 1974) in England support the concern
over sib ling (especially sisters) stress due to physical care of the
retarded child.

The measures used in the studies were the mother's and

teac her' s completion of the Rutter Sca les A and B measuring the degree
of the s iblin gs' psychiatri c disorders.

The first study (Gath, 197 2)

found no difference in neuroti c and antisocial disorders among three
groups (sibling s of children with Down syndrome, with cleft palates, and
with no handicaps).

However, the second study (Gath, 1973, 1974) found

that significantly more siblings of children with Down syndrome were
rated as deviant than were sib lings of children without handicaps .
Gath's (1974) analysis included a within-group comparison,
comparing the brothers and sisters of retarded children.

Household

responsibil 'i ti es were related to the vulnerability for behavior problems
for firstborn sisters, especially if they were 3 or more years older
than the retarded child.

Also, lower socioeconomic level and larger

family size (sibling count of six or more) were found to relate to
increased deviancy of both brothers and sisters.

The difference in the
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find ing s of the two studies (Gath, 1972, 1973) was thought to be
possibly due to difference in sample size.

In Gath's (1972) study, the

experimental groups numbered 36 and 35, and the control groups numbered
71 ; while in the 1973 study, the experimental and control groups each
numbered 174 .
Grossman (1972) studied college -aged siblings of retarded persons,
asking them to recall their f ee lings concerning and relationships with
the retarded child during childhood.
physical care issue.

One of the findings deals with the

Sisters of retarded children had higher anxiety

scores than did brothers, and sisters from lower socioeconomic levels
coped better when the retardation was less severe.

Grossman (1972)

thought these findings reflected the amount of physical caretaking
involved.
Severa l other studies also indicated a re'lationship between caring
for the retarded ch ild and negative s ibling effects.

Holt (1958) noted

increa sed demands made of siblings but did not specify whether there was
a gender difference in amount of domestic work or in psychotic
disturbances.

Fowle (1968), using Farber's Sibling Role Ten s ion Index

(Farber, 1959), found that role tension scores of siblings were higher
when the retarded sibl ing lived at home instead of in an institution and
t hat within the live-at-home group, older sisters had higher role
tension scores than brothers .

In a study of adult siblings of retarded

persons (Cleveland &Miller, 1977), the oldest sisters had the heaviest
demands in caring for the retarded s ibling and were the most at risk of
adverse effects.

They also often chose "helping" careers.

The more recent study of Gath and Gumley (1987), which was si milar
in design to the earlier Gath studies, reported conflicting findings.
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The sample included 183 in each of the three groups (retarded children,
their siblings, and classmates of the siblings).

This time, they did

not find any evidence of domestic burden on the older sisters.

In fact,

they reported "little evidence of direct detrimental effect of a
mentally retarded ch ild upon the siblings" (Gath & Gumley, 1987, p.
729).

They explained the earlier findings (Gath, 1973, 1974) as

possibly being the effects of membership in a low socioeconomic class
and large (5+ children) families.
Household Work and Child Care
None of the studies reviewed above attempted to measure actual
time spent in hou se hold tasks, ch ild care, or other activities for the
s iblings of handicapped children.

Schwirian (1976) developed an index

to study chi ld care responsibilities, general home responsibilities,
degree of independence, and extent of social activities of older
siblings of hearing-impaired preschoolers.

Although older siblings of

hearing-impaired chi ldren performed more child care and had lower levels
of soc ial activity than the comparison sib lings, the majority of the
variance was explained by the age and gender of the sibling.

Two recent

studies (Lobato et al., 1987; Stoneman, Brody, Davis, & Crapps, 1988)
used adaptations of Schwirian's scale to study household tasks and child
care responsibilities.

Both studies used comparison groups of siblings

of children without handicaps.

Lobato and her associates (1987) studied

preschool s ibl ings of handicapped children.

Some of the handicapped

children had Down syndrome or were developmentally delayed.

The older

sisters of the handicapped children did have the greatest degree of
responsibility for household tasks and child care , but the difference
was not statistically significant.
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In the second study, a study on school-age children, participation
in household tasks was found to follow traditional sex role patterns
(Stoneman et al . , 1988), with the older sisters in both groups having
more responsibilities for personal and se lf- care tasks and meal
preparation and older brothers having more responsibilities for outside
yard work.

The older sisters of retarded children did more babysitting,

watching of sibling, and help with care of the retarded child than any
of the other four groups.

Older sisters of comparison children and

older brothers of retarded children did about the same amount of
babysitting, and the older brothers of comparison children did the least
amount of babysitt i ng .
McHale and her associates (1989) also investigated the impact of
siblings' ch ild care and household tasks by using a cued-recall
procedure.

They phoned the siblings on seven nights within a 3-week

period after the initial interview.

Mothers also reported the household

tasks of the siblings and handicapped children.

Group (siblings of

children with and without handicaps) and gender effects were found.
Sibl ing s of handicapped chi ld ren and girls did more caretaking and
hou sehold tasks.

How much the cued-response method affects the

subjects ' responses is unkn own.

These studies encouraged further study

of the time use and activities of siblings of retarded children.
Parents' Time and Care of
Handi capped Chi ldren
Severa l stud ies investigated the division of household l abor of
p~rents

of handicapped children.

Gallagher, Scnarfman, and Bristol

(1984) inve stigated the division of household labor for parents of
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preschool children, 50 pairs , each with a handicapped child, and 85
pairs, eac h with a nonhandicapped child.

The division of

responsibilities wit hin families was assessed by both the hu sband and
wife, who rated 20 tasks/roles using a 5-point sca le.

No differences in

perceptions of household labor performed were found between the parents
of handicapped and those of nonhandicapped ch ild re n.
Sm ith (1986) measured actual amounts of time spent by parents
following the time diary method of Juster and Stafford (1985).

He

conducted time diary interviews with 23 two-parent families of
physically disabled children and compared the results with those for the
1981 -82 Household Survey Sample (Juster &Stafford, 1985).

In contrast

to the study of Gallagher et al. (1984), families with handicapped
children devoted significantly greater time to child care, wi th the
fathers of handicapped children contributing more time than fathers in
the 1981-82 sample.
A t hird study by Beckman-Bell (1981) demonstra ted that the
variable of amounts of time spent in different activities i s an
important var iable to study in families with retarded chi ldren.

She

studied t he hand icapped chi l d characteri stics that might be related to
the mother's reported stress and found that t he physical care-giving
demands alo ne accou nted for 65% of the mother's stress (Beckman-Bell,
1981 ) .

If physica l care-giving is a s ignifi cant contributor to stress,

then the amount of time spent in t he retar ded child's care is an
espec i all y important variable to study in und erst anding the stress of
mothers, fathers, and s ib lings.

Child Development Studies of
Children's Household Work
Studies of children's household work in ordinary families (White &
Brinkerhoff, 1981; Cogle & Tasker, 1982) have found that age and gender
are an important determinant of children's household work.

Older

children do more work than younger children, and girls spend more time
working than boys.
working group.

Consequently, the oldest girls were the hardest

White and Brinkerhoff (1981) found the median number of

hours of work per week for the total group to be 4.0, while the median
number for the oldest girls was 6.1.

Cogle and Tasker's (1982) data

showed, moreover, that the type of work performed followed the
traditi onal sex ro le pattern s .
Bot h of t hese studies used parental report .

Cogle and Tasker

(1982) used a time diary method using a 24-hour chart to record
activities into different categories.

Only six categories (i.e., food

preparation, dishwa shing, shopping, housecleaning, maintenance of home,
yard, car, and pets, and care of clothing) were used in studying the
children's time.

In White and Brinkerhoff ' s (1981) investigation,

parents were asked how much time their chi l dren worked and what kind of
tasks they performed.

The measurement of time use was not particularly

fine-grained in either study.
Using a more fine-grained measurement of time use, Timmer, Ecc les,
and O'Brien (1985) analyzed the child data for the 1981 -82 Household
Survey.

The methodology used involved a sequential report of what t he

respondent did yesterday, including when each activity began and ended,
where the respondent was at the time, whether anyone else was there, and
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what other activities were going on at the same time.

The data

collected were coded into 223 categories and collapsed into 38 general
activity categories.

Eighteen of these categories, which comprised 93%

of the children's time, were used for most of the ana lyses.

This is the

same methodology used in the present study.
As in the previous studies, age was found to be a determinant of
time use, with older children (ages 12-17) doing more ho useho ld work,
market work, and experiencing a greater variety of leisure activities
than younger children.

Gender was not found to be a de t erminant until

adolescence when the trends again fo l lowed trad i tional sex role
patterns.

Older girls spent over twice as muc h time doing hou seho l d

tasks compared to older boys.

It is interest i ng to note t hat for t he

total sample, 60% of school day time and 50% of the nonschool day time
was spent doing nondiscretionary activities (e . g., s leeping, eating,
personal care, and school).

In none of these studies were data for

child care of siblings reported.
Given t he above findings, time use for s i bl ings in fa mi lies of
retarded chi l dren is still a questio n.

The issue of t ime spent in chil d

care seems to be of pri mary importa nce consi dering both the ass ump tion s
and t he research in the past, bu t ti me spent in other act iv i t ies, such
as play, sports , and lessons, both i n and ou t of the home, al so needs to
be i nvest i ga t ed.
Met hodolog ica l Limitati ons
The variabi l ity and inconclus i ve ness in the fi nding s i n t he
li te r ature of sibl ings wi th handicapped chi ldren have prompted r ev iewer s
(e.g., Byrne

&Cunningham,

1985; Crni c

&Leconte ,

1986; Kazak, 1986) to

examine the methods used and note limitatio ns in the methodology.

The

research has not been of uniform quality (Brody &Stoneman , 1983;
Mu rp hy, 1982).

Many studies have used sma ll, clinica l samples.

There

ha s been an almost total reliance on a single measure (usually the
mother ' s report) of the si bling' s behaviors and attitudes .

It is

questionable whether parents (mothers) can accurately judge feeling
states and behaviors of their children (Brody &Stoneman, 1983).
Method s t o obtain direct information from the s iblings themselves either
by questionnaire, interview, or direct observation have seldom been
employed until recently (Lobato et al., 1987; McHale et al., 1986;
Stoneman et al., 1987, 1988).

Whether people are good reporters of

their own behaviors also has been questioned.

Stoneman and Brody (1984)

state that self - reports are likely to be di storted because personality
and mot iv at iona l variables influence the memory system and because
response s on questionnaires are co nsequence free.

Behavior is usually

subject t o a wide array of res ponse s and is not consequence free.
Another major methodological problem has been the lack of
comparison groups in many of the studies.

Findings are difficult to

interpret if there are no data on comparab l e families with ordinary
ch ildren (Kazak, 1986).

Ferrari (1984) concluded that in the studies

without control groups, higher frequencies of sibling psycho l ogical
problems were usually shown than in studies with comparison groups .
Suc h findings suggest the need for appropriate groups to compare with
the families of retarded children.
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A Need for Descriptive Studi es
Reviewers of the literature have called for descriptive studies
that provide normative data for famil ies with and without retarded
children (Longo & Bond, 1984; McHale, Si meonsson, & Sloan, 1984; Brody &
Stoneman, 1983).
descriptive data.

Several methodologies have been used to obtain
Observational methodology provides a good method to

obtain descr i ptive information, but it ha s the limitations of shor t
duration of observations and smal l samp les.

In recent observational

studies (Abramov i tc h et al., 1987; Sto neman et al . , 1987, 1988), 31 and
32 pairs of siblings, re spectively, were observed two times for 1 hour
each.

Sixty sibling pairs were observed in the Summers, Summers,

Ascione, and Braeger (1989) study, but they were observed in a
structured setti ng for one 3D -m inute sess ion.

Direct observation has

also been used to observe parent-chi l d interaction (Levy- Shiff, 1986 ),
but again the number of subjects and amount of observation time were
limited.
Soc i al networks of family members have also been invest igated in
t he attempt to describe and understand family activities and
relationships with others outside the family.

For example, the socia l

networks of the handicapped child (Lewis, Feiring, & Brooks-Gunn, 1987)
have been inve stigated.

These studies have added to the description of

sib li ng intera ction and social ne tworks, but more normative information
is stil l needed.
Other meth odo l ogies are needed to comp lement the observational and
soc ia l network methodologies.

Parti cularly, methods that meet the

limitations of small samp le size and limited periods of observation

would add to the normati ve data of family life in families of
handicapped children and in families with nonhandicapped children.

The

time use methodology used in this study and explained later in Chapter
III is useable with large and dispersed samples and provides accurate
data for a 24-hour period of time instead of an hour.
Hi stor ical Changes
Applying past research to services and interventions for families
of handicapped chil dren has yet another problem, identified as a
historical or cohort effect (Baltes, Cornelius, & Nesselroade, 1979).
The place of the retarded child in society has been changing
dramatically in the last 30 years.

Rearing the child in the home is now

the norm, taking the place of institutionalization.

Retarded children

are now usually educated in the public schools, often being mainstreamed
into "normal" classrooms.

Medical advances in some cases have

ameliorated the handicapping conditions and contributed to a l onger life
span for the handicapped person.

For examp l e, the use of open heart

surgery with Down syndrome children has increased their state of wellbeing and longevity (Tingey, 1988).

Such historical changes might al so

have changed attitudes of family members and society at large.

They may

have also altered the situations or contexts t hat t he sib l i ngs of
retarded children found to be problematic.

For examp le, t here may be

less caretaking by siblings if the handicapped chi l d participates in
special programs or regular schools.

On the other hand, the sib l ing may

find contact with peers more problematic if the handicapped child is
also in contact with them at home and schoo l (McHale et al ., 1986).
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Ther efore, the fin ding s of resea rch completed before these historical
changes may no longer be generalizable today.
Given the inconclu s ivenes s of the findings concerni ng the
psycho logical effects on the sibling of having a retarded child in the
family, the unanswered questions concerning the effect of caring for the
retarded chi ld, the methodological problems, the call for a descriptive
data base of family life in families of retarded children, and the
possible historical or cohort effect , there is a great need for
contemporary research that will provide a more sound knowledge base
about the effects of having a retarded ch ild in the family.

Questions

still remain as to how siblings treat and are treated by the retarded
child in the family, how they affect each other's behavioral and
emotional adjustment, and how their relationship affects and is affected
by people and groups outside the family.

This information i s crucial

for parents of retarded children and clinicians planning intervention
programs and services for these families.

For example , if large amo unt s

of time are found to be spent in car ing for the retarded child, and thi s
time is related to stress or psyc hological risks for family members,
serv ice s can be devised to relieve the time spent.

Accurate data are

necessary in order to plan cost-eff icient and efficacious services.
Conceptual Framework
Systems/Ecolog ical Theory
In order to address the above questions, a theoretical framework
that allows for the study of the influence and interaction among many
varia ble s needs to be used.

The use of the systems/ecological framework

for research with families with handicapped children ha s been advocated
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by many (e .g. , Br i stol & Ga l lagher, 1986; erni e & Leconte, 1986; Kazak,
1986; Skrti c et al., 1984; Stoneman & Brody, 1984).

In this theoretical

framework, the family is seen as a system with interacting subsystems
(i.e., the spousal, parental, and sibling subsystems).

Family members

and relationships influence, and are influenced and changed by, contexts
and transactions within the family and outside the family system.
Accordingly, all parts of the system are continually changing by the
dialectical transa ctions that are taking place (Sameroff, 1983).

The

family members and relationships receive both direct and indirect
effects from these interaction s .
Within the family system, all members are affected by changes in
any other member.

The presence of mental retardation in one member

affects all members and relationships, both directly and indirectly.
Other sibling and family characteristics (i.e., sibling age and sex ,
mother's education, total income, etc.) also affect the interactions.
According to Bronfenbrenner's model (1977), individual deve lopment
is influenced by f our level s of systems :

the microsystem, which is

usually the family, and three hierarchically arranged systems outside
the family.

These are exemplified by the parents ' close associates, the

father's employment, the children's schoo ling, and governmental laws
that dictate public policy.
of the individual.

All of these systems affect the development

A prime example of how the highest system affects

individual development is how the law mandating that public schools are
responsible for educating handicapped children has affected a 11 the
members in the families with handicapped children.
The effect of the spousal subsystem and the parental subsystem on
the development and socialization of the children has long been
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recognized.

More recently, the effect of the sibling relationship on

the process of socialization of children in families has been recognized
(Bank & Kahn, 1982).

Consequently, when one chi ld is mentally retarded,

the family context is changed, and the transactions and socialization of
the siblings are modified.

The functioning and well-being of a sibling

ha s been found to be directly affected by the interactions with the
retarded chi ld.

Increased role asymmetr ies were found by Stoneman and

others (1987) between two siblings when one is retarded.

The sibling's

functioning can also be indirect ly affected by the relationship of a
parent with the retarded child.

Researchers have theorized that the

increased amount of time parents spend with the retarded child
negatively affects the sibling (Lobato, 1983).

Therefore, a research

methodology that can describe the activ iti es and relationships within
the family system is needed .
Bronfenbrenner (19 77 , 1986) emphasized that it is necessary to
understand the contexts within which behaviors take place in order to
understand the behaviors.

Sameroff (1983) agreed and stated "behavior

cannot be adequately interpreted out of context" (p. 286).

Therefore,

in order to understand family members' behaviors, perceptions, and
attitudes, the contexts in which these behaviors occur must be examined.
Contexts are defined by Stoneman and Brody (1987) as "a physical
setting , the presence or absence of specific persons, or a combination
of settings and persons" (p. 424).
Sameroff's (1975) transactional model also emphasizes the changing
nature of the interactions or transactions.

To each interaction, family

members bring their previolls percept ions of the other member and the
nature of the relationship, based on their experience in the previous

tra nsaction.

These perceptions constrain the present transaction, and,

therefore, each transaction is influenced by the past transaction.
Co nsequently, the symbolic interaction perspective is seen as
contributing significantly to the transaction.
Time Use, Goods, and Well-Being
Conceptua l Framework
The time, goods, and well-bei ng conceptual framework proposed by
economists Juster and Stafford (1985) and others examine the influence
and interaction of a number of variables, as is considered necessary in
the systems theory.

They propose a relationship between time use and

well -being that is mediated by resources and contexts.

Because previous

research concerning families of handicapped children has indicated that
time use (i.e., time spent in caring for the handicapped sibling) often
affects the psychological well-being of other family members, and
because th e systems framework ca lls for the investigation of interacting
variables , Juster and Stafford's conceptual framework with its
accompanying time diary methodology seems an appropriate one to
in vestigate the effects of a handicapped child on the sibling in the
family.
In brief, they state that, "The key idea in the proposed system is
that the ultimate constraints on individual and social change can be
found in the availability of human time and in the stock of wealth
inherited from the past" (p. 2).

Stocks (also referred to as resources)

include both tangible capital assets (e .g. , houses, cars, etc.) and
inta ngible assets (e.g., human skil ls and knowledge).

Stocks also

include con te xts such as networks of friends and marital status;
environmental assets such as suns hine and water quality; and socio-
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political and cultural assets suc h as a democratic system or prevailing
attitudes in society.
Time can be allocated to a number of activities (e.g., market
work, child care, biological maintenance activities, or leisure).

The

allocation of one's time use, mediated by one's resources and contexts,
results in change.

These changes or outputs include such items as

increased possession of market goods, an orderly home, well behaved
chi ldren, better hea lth, or direct satisfaction from the activity
itself.
Wel l-being can come from any of the three elements in the system
that constrains well-being:

(a) the original resources and contexts,

such as education or inherited wealth; (b) the changed resources and
contexts , such as a new car or getting married; and the use of time (see
Figure I).

The satisfaction one gets from using one's time to perform

an activity are known as process benefits.

These fee lings are separate

and independent from the feelings that come from having a product.

For

example, how much one likes cooking dinner is independent from how
satisfied one feels about having a good horne-cooked meal.

In sum, in

this conceptual framework, one's time use, mediated by one's resources
and contexts, constrains or condit ions change and the generation of
we ll-being.
Sibling and Family Variables
Famil y characteristics (resources and contexts in the terms of
Juster &Stafford, 1985), other than the presence or absence of a
retarded child in the family, need to be considered because they also
influence (constrain) sibling interactions and sibling effects.

Several
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Original
---t.~ Time Allocation --~.~ Changed
--~ Well-Being
Contexts &
(Across alternate
Contexts &
Resources
activities)
Resources

Fi gure 1.

Th e compon ents of change and well bei ng.
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rev i ewers (e.g., Correa et a l ., 1986 ; Crnic & Leconte, 1986; Gallagher &
Powell, 1989; Hann ah &Midlar sky , 1985; Lobato, 1983; McKeever, 1983;
Si meons son &McHale, 1981) have compiled the research findings
concerning these var i ab les and have reac hed at least tentative
conclusions about the effects of s ibling and family characteristics.
These variables and the interactions between them have been found to be
related to the risk of psychological impairment for the siblings in
families with retarded chil dren.

(Refer to Table 2 for a presentation

of their findin gs.)
The following conclusions have been generally accepted.

The

socioeconom ic level of the family influences the definition of the
cr i s i s for the families.

Middl e class fami li es face the crisis of

destroyed expectations, while lower class families strugg le with limited
resources to care for the retarded child's needs.

The variable of

fami ly s i ze influ ences the adjustme nt of the siblings , with siblings in
large r (but not too large) families making more positive adjustments
than in small families.

In f amilies where there has been only one

sibling besides the retarded child, the s iblin g has borne the weight of
all the parents' expectations, besides being the only sibling to help
wit h care.

The sibling characteristics of age and sex have been

co nfounded with the characteristics of relative age or birth order, but
generally the reviewers have agreed that the older sister and younger
brother are more negatively affected by the presence of the handicapped
child and mak e less positive adjustments.
Characteristics of the handicapped child have also been
investigated as to their relationship with sib l ing adjustment .

The

older the child with handicaps becomes, the ambiguity of the handicap

Tab le 2
Sibling

Family and Hand icap ped Child Characteristics That Affect Sibling Outcomes
Age of

Sex of

Gender x

Han dicapped

Handicapped

Age

Child

Oli!d

Age and/or'
Family

Reference

Year

Correa , Silberman,
& Trusty

1986

ernie & Leconte

1986

Galtagher & Powe ll

1989

SES

Size

Gender
of Sibling

Larger +$

of Sibling

Younger·

Type of
Handicap

Older sister·

Severity/
Functioning

Level

Multiplicity

of handicap.
First born
Middle SES

(more

+

Larger

+

Same sex -

1985

Lower SES-

+

Younger -

Younger brothers

Grows older ·

Older sisters

Grows older -

Type not

(wIsman b irth
gap)
Older +
(w/largc birth
gap)

resources)

Hannah & Midlarsky

Relative Age

Smaller -

Female .

Severe -

crucial

except
ambIguous·
w/high SES.
Contradictory

Severe -

Findings

Least
severe·
Moderate

McKeever

1983

Simeonsson &
McHale

1981

More than
1 sibling
& retarded
child

#

Connicting
Findin gs

Female ·
Male +

Younger·
Older +

+

Younger brothers

+

Smaller·
~1 child)
rger +

Older·
Younger

+

Male·
Female +
Same sex .

Ambiguous· Severe •
Visible +

Age and relative age are confounded in the research.

S Codes:

•

Female -

+ Less affected (more positive adjustment)
. More affected (less positive adjustment)

~hi~~ai~~~: f~~f~re;.;~ ~:n S;;S a~~p~~nC~i~~,~n~n o~~r~:rn:n~h~t~~I~aC~:~th~eeWp;:~~~~e~f f~r~~rded
lower class. For the middle class family, it was a crisis of destroyed expectations.
W
N
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and the severity of the handi ca p (whic h results in lower competence and
increased ca re demands) have all been noted as bei ng related to poor
adjustment of sib lings.

One study of s iblings of children with spina

bifida (Tew & Laurence, 1975) did find a curvilinear relationship with
siblings of both severely and mildly handicapped children showing the
greatest maladju stme nt, and the s iblings of moderately handicapped
children showing the leas t.

These variab les are investigated in the

present study.
The Methodology of Time Use
and Well-Being
The methodology of time use attempts to measure the components of
the system (time, goods, and well-being) through using micro-level data
of the hou se hold (Juste r, Coura nt, & Dow, 1985).

The allocation of time

use across various activiti es is measured by a time diary method.
exact method i s expla ined in Chapter Ill .

The

The resources, contexts, and

well-being are meas ured by a number of questionnaires.
be made between contexts or re so urces and time use.

Comparisons can

For examp "le, Timmer

et al. (1985) found that mothers with higher levels of education read to
their children more.

Comparisons can also be made between time use and

well-being or satisfaction .

The initial steps of this methodology

inc lude measuring the amounts of time spent in various activities and
assessing the contexts and wel l-being (attitudes) through
questionnaires.
Knowing what people do with their time, and with whom and where
they do it, ma kes an important an d appropriate cortribution to the
descriptive understandi ng of the contexts of children's development.

Bronfenbrenner (1977) emphasized that we know much less about the
contexts of ch ildren 's development an d the processes by which these
contexts affect development than we do about the development and growth
of children.

A methodology that provides va 'iid day-to-day contextual

information contributes important information.
In the review of methodological limitations, the use of
questionnaires and interview methods was discussed.

Both the ability of

the parent to acc urately assess the child's attitude and feelings and
the indi vidual 's accuracy in reporting their own behaviors were
questioned .

The t ime diary methodology in which subjects report the

time use during the previous day i s more accurate than other recall
methods of time use estimates (Juste r , 1985) for several reason s.
First, peop le remember more accurately over short periods of time,
espec ia lly if the activities are tho se they do frequently.

Second ly,

estimations of time spent and checkl ists of behaviors are subject to
reporting error .

Sur veys that ask subjects to retrospectively r eport

act i vities (i . e ., how much time did you spend doing x last week?) are
subject to overest imation (Robinson, 1985).

Thirdly, checklist-type

surveys do not provide accurate data as to quantity of time spent.
Respondents for both measure s are likely to give the "socially
desirable" answer (Borg & Gall, 1983).

For example, if a mother felt

that reading to her child was important, she might overestimate her time
spent or check "reading books to child" even when she hadn't read to her
child recently because that i s a behavior she values and wants to do .
With the time diary question of "and then what did you do ? ," there is
not as great a
answe r.

chan~e

of the respondent giving the socia l ly de s irabl e
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There i s the problem of the day recalled not being representative
of "usual" days, but using a randomization of days, including all days
of the week and Saturday and Su nday, attempts to solve the problem
(Juster, 1985).

Another potentia l prob lem is the inability of children

to accurate ly recall their activities (Medrich, Roizen, Rubin, &
Buckley, 1982).

However, Timmer and her associates (1985) concluded

that children, ages 10 to 17, as we ll as adults, provide reliable
information about what they did the day before.

Juster (1985) and

Robi nson (1985), therefore, indicate that the va lidity and reliability
of the 24-hour time diary procedure is acceptab le an d is possibly the
most cost -effective measure of day-to-day use of subjects.

Validity and

reliability issues are reported in Chapter III.
As was also di scussed in the methodological limitation s review,
observationa l tech niques can accurately describe family activities and
ca n provide contextual information.

However, observationa l methods are

not feasible wi th national samples.

Due to t ime and financial

lim i tations, small samples and limited observation are usually used.
The behaviors are also vulnerable to the problem of "social
desirability" for the subjects observed (Borg &Gall, 1983) .

Time diary

data i s feasible for large national samples and offers an alternative
method of obtaining description of family life activities than that
observed in a 30-minute or hour observation.
In summary, the time diary method is seen as a useful method in
provi ding normati ve data on families with retarded children.

It offers

the advantage of being ab le to co ll ect data on a national sample.

It

prov ides an accurate recall method of daily activities, and it pro vides
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an opportunity to compare time spent in activities wit h other contextual
variables and with measures of attitudes and wel l-being.
Conclusion
This review of literature has demonstrated that the research on
the effects of the presence of a retarded child on his or her siblings
was incomplete.

How the retarded chi ld's presence affects siblings'

ti me use and attitudes had not been adequately measured.

A study that

addressed the previous problems of sample selection and research design
was needed along with a methodology that could provide accurate data for
a large sample.

Information concern ing the day-to -day life of siblings

of retarded children was needed to better understand how life in these
families compares and contrasts to life in families without retarded
children.

The present study, therefore, attempted to address the

problems of sample selection and research design and answer the question
concern ing the effects of the presence of a child with Down syndrome in
the family on siblings' time use and attitudes by comparing the time use
and attitudes of siblings of children with and without Down syndrome.
Furthermore, the study attempted to answer the questions concerning the
effects of having an older or younger brother or sister with Down
syndrome and the effects of the leve l of competence of the child with
Down syndrome on the sibling.

This critica l information is needed by

parents, researchers, and service providers.
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CHAPTER

III

METHODOLOGY
This sib ling study was part of a larger study of 300 families with
children with Down syndrome.

The methodology was the same as that used

in collecting and analyzing the parent data (Barnett & Juster, 1989).
The primary emphasis was on the time diary data for the siblings of
children with Down syndrome that describes the amount of time spent in
various activities participated in by the siblings.

Their time use

(activities) was compared with the time use of s i blings of children
without Down syndrome.
Of secondary emphasis were the siblings' perceptions and attitudes
concerning their well-being, fami ly, schoo ling, friendships, and
expectations of the future.

Both groups of siblings were asked the same

questions addressing these attitudes and perceptions.

Two additional

questionnaires were given only to the siblings of the children with Down
syndrome .

Their purpose was to i nvest igate the s iblings' attitudes

specifical ly toward their retarded brother or sister and their
relationship with them.

These data were used for within-group

comparisons of the siblings of chi ldren with Down syndrome.
Data co ll ection procedures and in struments used in the study of
families of ch ildren with Down syndrome were very similar to the 1981-82
comparison 1981-S2 Un iversity of Michigan ISR Time Use Study.
difference was in the administration of the survey.

The only

In the 19S1 -82

study, the chi ldren were interviewed in person; in the present study ,
the interviews were done by phone, as were the interviews with adults in
both studies.

Data were col lected over an IS-month period for t he
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samp le of families of children with Down syndrome and over a 12-month
per i od for the families of children without Down syndrome .
Description of Samples
Sample of Families Including
Chi ldren with Down Syndrome
Down syndrome can be accurately diagnosed soon after birth.
Because diagnosis can be made early, the sample can include very young
children as well as older children.

Also , by exclud ing me ntally

retarded children with unclear diagnoses , certain extraneous variables
are contro lled.
The National Down Syndrome Congress (NDSC) helped to obtain the
sample.

Local affiliates distributed wr itten descriptions of the study

and pre-addressed (return) postcards to parents of children with Down
syndrome.

Minority families were underrepresented among the volunteers

from the NDSC.

Consequently, certain public schoo l s in large urban

areas with a substa ntial minority population also distr ibuted the
written information and postcards to parents of child re n with Down
syndrome.

Singl e parent and minor ity families were oversampled in order

to ha ve an adequate number of these families in the study.
frame of approximately 1,700 was obtained in this way.

A samp le

Families with

more than one child with Down syndrome and families in whi ch the parents
were not the natural parents of the child with Down syndrome were not
included (eliminating approximately 90 families).

The sampl e frame was

stratified by f i ve income classes ($5,000-$9,999, $10,000- $19,999 ,
$20 ,000- $29,999, $30,000 - $39,999, $40,000+) within three age categor ies
of the child with Down syndrome (0-4, 5-9, 10+).

From this stratified
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sampling frame, a random sample of 330 families was selected, allowing
for some subject attrition in achieving the desired sample size of 300
families.

This process made obtai ning a national sample possible and

financially feasible.
Within each family, one s ibling between the ages of 10 and 17
years of age was randomly selected for inclusion in the study.

Eighty-

six of the families had siblings aged 10 to 17, of whom 84 participated
in the study.

Of these, 82 sibl ings completed the general attitude and

perception interview; 83 completed the attitude toward child with Down
syndrome questionnaires; and 60 participated in two time use interv iews
(one weekday and one weekend) that were needed to construct a synthetic
week for the time use analyses.
Of the 84 siblings (ages 10 to 17) who were interviewed, 49 were
boys and 35 were girls; 65 were older than their brother or sister with
Down syndrome, and 19 were younger (refer to Tables 3, 4, and 5).

The

birth gap, which is the age of the s ibling minus the age of the chi ld
with Down syndrome, is indi cated by either a negative number when the
sib ling is younger or a positive number when the sibling is older than
the child with Down syndrome.

The birth gap ranged from -10 years to 17

years, with a median birth gap of 5.0 years.

The ages of the children

with Down syndrome ranged from less than 1 year to 27 years, with a
median age of 7 (refer to Table 3).

Forty-nine of the children with

Down syndr'orne were boys, while 35 were girls.

Forty-four of the pairs

of children with Down syndrome and their sibl ings were the same sex,
with 29 pairs of boys and 15 pairs of girls.

Forty pairs were the

opposite sex, with 20 of the boys with Down syndrome having sisters and
20 girls wi th Down syndrome having brothers (refer to Table 4).
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Table 4
Gender and Gender Relationships of Children with Down Syndrome and Their
Siblings

Gender of children with Down syndrome and their siblings

Boys

Gir l s

Children with Down syndrome

49

35

Siblings

49

35

Pairs of children with Down syndrome and t heir s i blings

Same sex
pair
Boy DS chi ld and boy s ibling

29

Boy DS child and girl s ibling
Girl DS child and girl sibling

20
15

Gi r l DS chi ld and boy s ibling
Total pa i r s

Opposite sex
pair

20
44

40
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Table
Birth Gap' Between Siblings and Children with Down Syndrome

Birth gap
in years
-10

- 7
5
4
3
2
1

Total of siblings younger

1
1
2
4
4
4
3

19
2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9
10
11

12

Total of siblings older

Number

8

5
5
6

6
5
5
5
4
5

13

6
1

14

2

15

1

17

1
65

Notes:
, Birth gap

Sibling age minus age of child with Down syndrome.
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There are cert a in limi tat ion s to the sample.

First, it i s not a

trul y random sample of all f amilies of children with Down syndrome.
Obtaining a random sample of children with Down syndrome by sampling the
population at large is not technically and financially feasible, because
thi s population is not readily identifiable.

Fami lies who are members

of the NDSC, or who are known by members of the NDSC, might be different
from other families of a child with Down syndrome.

In spite of this

limitation, obtaining a sample with the aid of the NDSC seemed to be the
most practical alternative available .
the volunteer nature of the sample.
(Borg & Gall, 1983).

A second potential limitation i s
Using volunteers may bias the data

Because families with retarded children rare ly

decline to participate in studies, it does not seem likely to be a
s ignificant threat to generalization (Barnett & Juster, working paper).
Another limitation is that there was a difference of 6 years between the
times of data collection for the two groups.

That there might be a

prob lem of historical or cohort effect in comparing data col l ected 6
year s apart i s recognized.
Samp le of Families inclu ding Chi ldren
without Down Syndrome
Comparison group data were obtained from the s iblings of chi ldren
without Down syndrome by the Survey Research Center at the Institute for
Socia l Research.

The 1981-82 survey was a panel follow-up of the 1975-

76 Survey of Households.

A national sample of the U.S. population 18

years and older was used in the 1975-76 survey, in which time use data
and other informat ion were obtained from respondents and spouses (in
households where the respondent was married).

The 1981-82 sample was

not as representative as the 1975-76 sample, because no cohort was
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cho sen to replace the subject s from ages 18 to 24.

Also, with the

emphasis being on families, respondents who were not household heads or
spouses of household heads were not included.

The 1981-82 survey was

useful for the present study, however, because it included information
from children between the ages of 3 and 17 in the families interviewed
(Juster & Stafford, 1985).
Reasoning that children who were experiencing sibship should
constitute the comparison sample (not children without siblings),
children who were the only child living in their households were
excluded.

Up to three children in each family were interviewed in the

1981-1982 survey, making a comparison sample of 268 sib lings, aged 10 to
17.

Those who didn't have both a weekday and weekend interview (needed

to construct a synthetic week of time use) were deleted, leaving a
sample of 200.
As large a comparison sample as possible was desired, but since
some subjects were from the same family , a poss ibl e source of bias was
introduced.

To meet the statistical assumption that samp l i ng units were

independent of each other, sibling scores within families needed to be
no more alike than those of sibl ings from different families.

If

chi ldren' s time use is influenced by being in the same family, then only
one s ibling from a family should be included in the sampl e.

To address

this concern, the "within-family" (between s ibling s) variance was
compared with the "between-family" variance for each time use category.
The sample for this comparison included al l the siblings from families
for which t here was time use data for more than one sibling.

For this

one -way analysis of variance, 153 sib l ings' data from 68 families were
used.

The within-family variance was significantly sma ll er for 7 of the

I.
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10 compo s ite ti me use categor ies and a lmost all of the focused time use
categories tha n was the between-family variance (Q

=

.05 or less).

Therefore, being in the same family did seem to influence the children's
time use, and the decision to use only one sibling from each of the 1981
comparison families was made .
Instead of randomly choosing a s ibling from each family, it was
decided to choose the sibling that prov ided the best match possible for
each of the 60 siblings of the children with Down syndrome, using only
one sibling from any of the 1981 families.

The purpose of matching was

to create a comparison group of children who were as much like the
siblings of children with Down syndrome as possible.

The better the

match, f ewer variables would need to be st atistical ly adjusted in
comparing the time use and attitudes of siblings of ch ildren with and
without Down syndrome .

The variab les of sibling age and sex, number of

pa rent s in the home , the s i bling's birth order, along with the years of
mother's education , mother' s work outside home, and total in come were
used in the ma tc hing process , as described in the Literature Review.
These demographic variable s had been shown to, or seemed the mo st li ke ly
to , influence children ' s time use (Timmer et al . , 1985).
The mat ching of siblings of chi ldren with Down syndrome with
compari son s ibling s was exact on s ibling sex and number of parent s in
the home and was a lmost exact on birth order.

(In only two pairs, a

second born sibling was matched with a third born, and in one pair, a
fourt h born was matched with a fift h born .)

Age was matched within a

year older or younger , except that in two cases the age differential was
2 years.

The variab les of total income and mother's education and work

I'
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were cons idered next, if there was more than one si bling in the
comparison samp le who had met t he previou s matches.
After the matc hing was completed, t-test analyses comparing the
demographic variables of the two samples were performed.

Tab le 6 shows

that the two samples were well matched on t he sib l ing variab les of age,
sex, and birth order.

The family characteristics of mari t al status

(number of parents living in home) and number of children (fami ly size)
were also well matched .

Of t he rema i ning demographic variables, only

the var i ables of mother's age and mother ' s years of education differed
s ignificantly.

The mothers and fathers of the ch ildren with Down

syndrome were older than compari son parents, whi ch is expected because
so often the child with Down syndrome is born to older parents.

The

difference was s ignificant for mother's age (Q = .025) but not for
f ather' s age.
A s ignifi cant difference al so existed for mother ' s years of
education (Q = .031) , with the mothers of children with Down syndrome
having more ed ucat ion th an compari son mot hers .
observed for father's years of education .

A similar difference was

The tota l income f or fa mili es

of child re n with Down syndrome was l arger than it was fo r the f amil ies
of chi ldre n without Down syndrome, even when they we re both computed in
1986 do ll ars.

Fewer mothers of chi l dre n with Down syndrome wo rk ed

out s ide the home, and i n compari ng the time worke d by mothers in both
samp les, t he mot hers of children with Down syndrome worked f ewer hours .
The f athers of chi l dren with Down synd rome worked more hours than did
the i r counterparts.

The standard devi at i ons in Tabl e 6 should al so be

noted; many are very l arge, ref lecting the great var i ability withi n each
samp l e.
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Table 6
Demographic Characteristics of Families with and without a Child with
Down Syndrome

With
Down syndrome
(n = 60)$

Without
Down syndrome
(n = 60)$

p
value

Sibling age
10
12
13
14
15
16
17
x age

13

16
7

11

12 .65

11

l3
9

6
4
5
6
5

3
5
4
8
5

(SO 2.38)

12.72

(SO 2.42)

.879

Sibling sex
Male
Female

35
25

35
25

33
21
4
2
0
7

33
19
6

Sibling birth order
First born
Second born
Third born
Fourth born
Fifth born
Last born in fami ly

x of

1
1

15

1.58

(SO

.77)

1.63

(SO

.86)

.738

of children
living in household

3.18

(SO 1.17)

2.90

(SO

.95)

.149

x family

5.07

(SO 1.23)

4.78

(SO 1.01)

.171

sibling birth order

x number

s i ze: parents
and all offspring

(table continues)
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Table 6 cont.

With
Oown syndrome
(n = 60)'

Without
Oown syndrome
(n = 60)'

p
value

Parents
One parent in home
Two parents in home

x mother's age
x father's age
x mother's hours
x father's hours
x total income

7
53

7
53
40.55

(SO 5.13)

38.24

(SO 5.84)

.024

42.33

(SO 5.21)

40.93

(SO

6.61)

.225

of work

28.27

(SO 16.52)

33.97

(SO 13 . 92)

. 124

of work

51.52

(SO

48.31

(SO 10.72)

.148

9.70)

$48,194'
(SO $29,598)

.359

$43,686'
(SO $22,600)

Mother' s years of
education

14.48

(SO

2.0 )

13.63

(SO

2.15)

.031

Father's years of
education

15.00

(SO

2. 23)

14.17

(SO

2.59)

.098

Notes:
• The total number of subjects for each group for each variable was 60.
except for the following variables:

Mother's age
Father's age
Mother ' s hours
Father's hours
Tota 1 income
Mother's years
Father's years

of work
of work
of education
of education

With
Oown syndrome

Without
Oown syndrome

60
52
30
44
58
60
46

58
55
39
42
58
57
48

' Total income is reported in 1986 dollars for both samples.
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Survey Design and In strumentation
The su r vey of f amil ies of children with Down syndrome covered an
18-month period of time.

Mothers completed four time diary interviews

and also pro vided the time diary twice for the chi ld with Down syndrome.
Father s completed two time diary interviews.

The mothers and fathers

addit i onal ly answered a number of survey items.

Siblings were also

interviewed t wice , wi th the time diary information being taken both
t imes and the att itude questionnaires being given during the first
interview.

One interview was done on a week-day (with all days of the

week bei ng included in the sample), and one was done on a weekend.
These same procedure s were used with the 1981-82 sample, with the
exception of the information collected concerning the chi ld with Down
syndrome.
Tabl e 7 shows the number of interviews comp leted on wee k and
weekend interview days in the families with and wit hout a child with
Down syndrome.

This comparison i s important becau se children ' s use of

time i s strongl y affected by weekday/weeke nd, and it was necessary to
establish that the Down syndrome and compari son data did not differ in
this way.

Interviews were di stributed over the week in a simi lar manner

in t he two sampl es.

Howe ver, the seaso ns of the year were not as

s imil arly repres ented .

The s ibling s of chi ldren without Down syndrome

were interv iewed from September to November and from February to May,
and the s i blin gs of children wit h Down syndrome were interviewed from
January to March and from May t o July.

The f inal sample for the

between-group comparisons included 120 s ibling s (60 in each group) with
two time use in terv iews .
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Table 7
Days of Interv iews for Siblings of Children with and without Down
Syndrome

With
Down syndrome

Without
Down syndrome

Monday

19

13

Tuesday

11

14

Wednesday

11

11

Thursday

8

6

11

lQ

60

60

Saturday

19

20

Sunday

11

40

60

60

Days of week

Friday
Total of weekday interviews

Total of weekend interviews
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Time Use Measures
The time diary instrument asked for a detailed, sequential
description of "yesterday."

For the sibl ing time use data, the

interviewer asked the sibling to recall the activities of the preceding
day beginning at midnight.

The s ibling s were asked what they were doing

at 12:01 a. m., what time they finished doing that, what they did next,
etc.

They were also asked where they were at the time, who they were

with, and whether they were doing any other activities at the same time.
A number of studies have establis hed the reliability and validity
of the 24-hour time diary procedure (Gershuny &Robinson, 1988).

For

example, comparisons were made between data col lected by time diary
reports and data prompted by random ly generated electronic paging
devices (Robinson, 1985).
.80.

The resulting correlations were better than

Hill (1985a) compared time diary reports of energy-intensive

act i vities with utility meter data and reported correlations of .95.
Also, in the 1981-82 ISR time use study, the respondent and spouse
answers to the question "was anyone e l se present" were compared for a
large number of time points for each day.

The percent of agreements

about the presence or absence of spouse was over 80%.

Consequently, the

validity and reliability of the 24-hour time diary procedure was judged
to be an acceptable measure of day-to-day activities of the subjects.
The children's activiti es were then coded into 223 different
categories.

These categories were reduced to 38 broad categories and

further grouped into 10 composite categor ies, which inc luded work for
pay, hou seho ld tasks, child care, shopping, personal care (including
sleep), educational activities, organizational activities, social
activities and entertainment, active leisure, and passive leisure.

I.,
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These 10 compo s ite categories we re also used in t he analys i s of adu lt
t ime use for the 1981-82 survey (Hill, 1985b ) .
Timmer et al. (1985) analyzed the child portion of the 1981-82
surv ey data.

Instead of using t he 10 composite categories as Hill

(1985b) had done wit h the adults, they focused their analysis of
children' s time use in 18 activ ities , which accounted for almost all
(93%) of the children's time.
In the present study, the 10 composite categories of time use used
by Hill (1985b) were analyzed alo ng with 14 focused categor ies of time
use t hat were t houg ht to be of particular in terest as a result of
review ing the Timmer and associates (1985) study of time use and the
areas of concern repo rted in the research literature concerned with
si bling s of retarded chi ldren.

These 14 focused categories consisted of

i ndiv i dual codes or small groups of codes within the compo s ite time use
categories and represent an attempt to desc ribe more specific
activ iti es.

For example , the focused category of child care includes

seven codes wi thin the composite category of ch ild care, whi l e school
attenda nce and homework eac h are i ndividual codes within the composite
category of edu cat ional activities.

(See Appendix A for a complete

listing of 14 focused categories and their components.)

Other focused

categories, such as baby sitting outside the home and taking music,
dance, or other types of les son s , were exc luded because too few of the
sibli ng s (three or less in either sample) reported time use in these
categories.

(See Table 8 for a complete li sti ng of composite and

focused categories.)
The time use data were converted into a synt hetic week by the
Research Survey Center by multiplying the weekday interview data by
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Tab le 8
Categories of Time Use as Dependent Variables in the Analyses

Focused categor ies'

Composite categories '

Work for pay
Househo ld tasks
Child care

Child care

Shopping
Personal care

Sleep
Eat at home
Eat at friend s
Eat out

Educat ion al activities

Sc hool clas s attendance
Homework

Organ iz ational activities

Church activities

Socia l activities
Active leisure

Play
Sports
Hobbies

Pa ss ive lei sure

TV
Reading
Conversation in the household

Notes:
• The composite categories contai n a number of specific codes of time
use.
&

The focused categories contain one or more specific codes of time use
wit hin the corresponding composite categorie s .
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5 and the weekend inter view data by 2 to account for a synthetic week's
time of 10,080 minutes.

The unit of measurement was minutes spent in

each of the acti vities .
Attitude Measures
The present analyses also compared the answers of the two groups
of sibli ngs on a number of questions concerning their well-being,
family, schooling, friendships, and expectations of the future.
items are referred to as "genera l attitudes and percept ions . ")

(These
These

questions came from a larger group of questions that were used with
chi ldren in the 1981-82 Survey of Households.

The original group of

questions were analyzed, and those that were deemed important for the
purposes of studying famili es of children with Down syndrome were
included by ISR in the pre se nt survey.
Also, in both samples, additional questions were asked of siblings
of different ages, but due to the limitation of sample size, the se items
were not examined in the present analysis.
wide range of topics.

The inc luded items cover a

For example, the survey began with a question

about the siblings' general sat isfaction with life.

Next came five

questions concerning the siblings' perception of their success in
school.

Seven items addressed family life, including family activities,

rules , meals, and TV.

(See Appendix B for a complete listing of the 26

quest i ons . ) Most of the items had Likert-type ordinal response options.
Five of the items were totaled into a composite school attitude
variable, with Cronbach ' s alpha reliability coefficient of internal
consistency of .526.
individually analyzed.

The rest of the attitude items needed to be
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The sibling s of chil dr en with Down syndrome completed two
addit ional questionnaires.

The first was an adaptation of the Sibling

Problems Questionnaire used by McHale et al. (1986), and the second was
an adaptation of the Schaeffer Sibling Behavior Rating Scale (Schaeffer

& Edgerton, 1979). The Sibling Problems Questionnaire originally asked
for just yes or no answers, but it was adapted to a 4-point Likert
scale.

The present form included 14 items (see Appendix C).

The

Schaeffer Scale originally assessed the mother's perception of the
sibling's response, but was changed to be answered by the siblings
themselves .

The same 4-point Likert scale was used for the 10 items in

this scale (see Appendix C).

Some items in both questionnaires were

deleted in the adaptations by ISR.
Both of these instruments attempted to probe the siblings'
feelings toward the child with Down syndrome in the family.
attempted to ascertain:

The items

(a) feelings of rejection and hostility, or

acceptance and support of the Down syn drome child; (b) perceptions of
parental favoritism; (c) perceptions of parent and peer reactions to the
Down syndrome child ; (d) feelings of ability to cope with having a
sibling with Down syndrome, or feelings of burden of the handicapping
co ndition and self- doubt; and (e) feelings of need to compensate for the
Down syndrome child's limitations.
Outline for Analyses of Data
The analyses included both between - group and within-group
comparisons.

The major part of the analyses compared the two groups

(s ibling s of children with Down syndrome and siblings of children
without Down syndrome) to see in what ways the two groups were similar
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and how t hey differe d in t heir use of time and in their att i tude s and
perceptions.

Secondly, t wo separate analyses were performed within the

samp le of t he s iblings of children with Down syn drome, us ing the
variable of the relative age of the sibl ing (olde r or younger than the
chi ld with Down syndrome) in one analysis and the level of adaptive
functioning of the child with Down syndrome in the other .

Adaptive

functioning was measured by the Woodcock-Jo hn son Scale of Independent
Behav ior (SIB), Short Form (Bruininks , Woodcock, Weatherman, & Hill,
1984).

The SIB is a standardized , individually administered measure of

adaptive behavior that has been found to have good reliability and
content validity (Bruininks, Woodcock, Hill, & Weatherman, 1985).

To

adapt the test to this sample, the interviewers began with items at onehalf the child's age (rounded down to the nearest integer) or at age 10 ,
whic hever was less.
to the

instruction s.

by te lephone .

Basal and ceil i ng scores were established according
The qu estionnaire was administered to the mother

The analyses plans are descr ibed more specifically be low.

Between -Group Comp ar i sons
Pha se 1.

In iti al , descriptive univariate analyses of all

independent and dependent variab les were performed to examine ce ntral
tendency, di spersion and to check for outliers.

These procedures

provided a gen era l description of the samp le s, as well as an accuracy
chec k of data entry.
Phase 2.

Ana lyses of the two groups were completed us ing the raw

scores of time use categories an d attitudes (t he dependent or outcome
var iables).

T- test procedure s were used to perform the anal yses .
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Phase 3.

The majority of the comparison analyses were performed

using ana lys i s of covariance procedures in SpSS -PC .
covariance procedures are useful for two purpo ses:

Analysis of
(a) to increase the

statist ica l power of a study by red ucing error variance, and (b) to
adjust for any group demographic differences.

In either application,

the degree to which analysis of covariance is useful depends on the
correlat ion between the covariate(s) selected and the outcome variable
for which analyses are being done.

However, since one degree of freedom

is lost for each covariate used, it i s generally best to use a limited
number of covariates (usually five or less) in any given ana lysis .
The presence or ab sence of a child with Down syndrome served as
the independent variable , and t he dependent or outcome variables were
t he time use categories and the atti tud es and perceptions (as in Phase
2).

Al l of the demographic variables, and especially the demographi c

var i ables that were significantly differen t in the two groups of
si blings (see Tab l e 6), were cons idered as potential covariates.
Covariates we r e chosen by a process of identifying variables that
corre lated wit h the out come var iab les, and then entering those variab les
into stepwise regression analyses on each dependent variable of
interes t.

The variables that were identified as significantly related

to dependent variables (Q = .05 or le ss ) in the stepwise regression
analyses were in cluded as covariates in the analysis of covariance.
The literature identifies child age and, to a lesser extent, child
sex (Schwirian, 1976; Timmer et al ., 1985; White &Brinkerhoff, 1981;
Cogle &Tasker , 1982) as major de terminants of children's activities and
hou sehold ta sks.

Therefor e, these t wo variab les were used as covar iates

in al l of the analyses.

When the t- tes t s were per formed on the raw scores, attendance in
sc hool on the interview days was found to differ significantly
(Q; .052) for the two groups (see Table 9).

Because the interviews

were done at different times of the year, the characteristics of the
weekdays without school attendance were checked.

As can be seen in

Table 9, more siblings of children with Down syndrome were not in school
on the weekdays when they were interviewed than were the siblings of
children without Down syndrome.

A couple of the days may have been

holidays or summer vacation, but when time was spent in other
educational activities (primarily homework) on these same days, it seems
likely that school was in session.

In addition, it was reasoned that

since school attendance take s up such a large part of the day,
attendance would affect time use in other categor ies for that day.
Consequently , correlations of school time with the other time use
variables were per formed, and when school attendance correlated with a
parti cular time use variable, school time was inc luded as a covariate in
the analysis of covariance.
In each ana lysis, reported in the next chapter, the specific
covariates used are indi cated in the tables.

When examining results,

the critical Q value for statistical signif icance was set at .05.
However, given the small number of cases, if a Q value was between .05
and .10, this result was noted as potentially significant.

The first

group of dependent variables included the categories of time use defined
in the Design and Instrumentation section (refer to Table 5).
group of depende nt var iables analyzed included the attitude and
perception items from the questionnaire in Appendix B.

The next
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Table 9
Weekda'ls When No School Classes Were Attended: A Com[1arison of Siblings
of Children with and without Down S'lndrome

With
Down s'lndrome
Number of siblings wino class
time on weekday interviews

15

6

With Down s'lndrome
lQ1

Weekda'l

Month

3
5
10
31
51
104
107
113
135
158
175
278
290
310
321

Friday
Friday
Wednesday
Monday
Tuesday
Monday
Monday
Friday
Monday
Monday
Monday
Tuesday
Monday
Tuesday
Monday

Feb.
Feb.
June
May
May
Jan.
May
Feb
May
Feb
Feb

Without
Down s'lndrome

Day
of
month

Minutes in
educational
activities'
0
0
240
0
725
0

May
June
June

5
5
15
22
30
25
22
12
15
22
15
23
22
14
5

0
120
0
0
0

Oct
Feb
Feb
March
April
Apri l

14
20
20
30
17
16

0
0
455
20
90
270

Feb

0

0
0
0

Without Down s'lndrome
4089
4090
4110
4360
4454
4464

Wednesday
Friday
Friday
Monday
Friday
Thursday

Notes:
• Ti me in minutes.

~

.052
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Within-Group Comparison s of t he
Sampl e of Siblings of Child re n
with Down Syndrome
Two separate analyses of group comparisons were performed within
the sample of siblings of children with Down syndrome .

The total number

of siblings of children with Down syndrome for these within-group
comparisons was 84.

Of these, synthetic week time use data were

available for 60 siblings, and attitudi nal data was available for 84.
Phase 4.

First, the re lative age of the sib ling in relation to

the age of the child with Down syndrome was used to categorize the
sample into older and younger siblings.

There were 65 sib lings who were

older than the child with Down syndrome and 19 siblings who were younger
(refer to Table 3).
Phase 5.

In the second comparison, the level of co mpetence of the

child with Down syndrome, as measured by the Woodcock-Johnson Scale of
Independent Behavior, Short Form (Bruininks et 01., 1984), was entered
into the analys is.
equivalent score .
syndrome.

The Woodcock-Johnson questionnaire provides an age Scores were availab le for 82 chi ldren with Down

A function score was derived by dividing the age-equivalent

score by the chrono log ical age and multiplying the dividend by 100.
This method was used because it f ollows the traditional method of
comp uting IQ or development scores.

The median function score was 64.5.

Function scores ranged from 10.64 to 217 .

The score of 217, being an

extreme out li er, was dropped from the analysis.

For the comparisons of

time use and attitudes of s iblings of low-and high-functioning chi l dren,
the group was divided by thirds .

The lower third (28 low-functioning

children) had scores of 53.13 or less, and the higher third (29 high-
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functioning children) had scores of 70.75 or above.
(n

=

The middle third

25) were not included in the analyses .
For both of the comparisons presented in Phases 4 and 5, the same

procedures explained in Phases I, 2, and 3 were repeated.

Correlations

were performed for the additional variables that related to the child
with Down syndrome.

These variables included age, sex, birth order,

birth gap, same sex as sibling, age equivalent, and function scores for
the child with Down syndrome.

The correlations of all the age-related

variables and the chronological age of the child with Down syndrome were
very high.

There was concern that i f these age-related variables were

entered into the analysis of covariance equ ation they would confound the
effect of the variables of interest (sibling being older or younger or
the functioning level of the chi ld with Down syndrome).

Consequently,

no age -related variables of the child with Down syndrome were entered
into the covariance analyses, which examined the effect of relative age
and functioning on siblings' time use and attitudes.
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CHAPTER IV
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The analyses sought to answer the following questions:
1.

How does the presence of a child with Down syndrome affect the

siblings' activities (time use), attitudes, and perceptions?
2.

Does the relative age of the siblings (being older or younger

than the child with Down syndrome) affect the sibli ngs' time use,
attitudes, and perceptions?
3.

Does the level of competence of the child with Down syndrome

affect the siblings' time use, attitudes , or perceptions?
Between -group comparisons of siblings of children with and without
Down syndrome addressed the first question, while within-group
compariso ns (within the group of siblings of children with Down
syndrome) addressed the last two questions.

The results of the analyses

are presented in the order of the questions posed above.

In each

sect ion, the time use findings are discussed before the attitude
findings.
Between-Group Comparisons: Sib l ings
of Chi ldren with and without
Down Syndrome
Time Use
Before presenting the results of the group comparisons of time
use, a brief description of the sibl ings ' time use is provided.

Table

10, which presents the data on the compos ite categories of time use,
shows that on the average almost half of the children's time was spent
in personal care (including sleeping and eating).

Time spent in
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Table 10
Composite Categories of Time Use in Minutes for Total Sample of Siblings

Weekday Weekend

Synthetic
week'
% of
SD'

total
time

Composite categories:
$ work

30.1

26.5

203.3

543.44

2.0

Household tasks

24.6

45.8

224.0

281.97

2.2

4.4

9. 2

40.0

101.94

.3

23.9

25.4

172 . 5

324.47

1.7

Persona 1 care

673.7

748.8

4889.7

650.15

48.5

Educational activities

382 .3

22.0

1871. 9

957.22

18.6

6.4

63.3

160.9

270.64

1. 6

Soc ial activities

30.4

76.6

307.3

382.11

3.0

Active leisure

93.4

172 .6

838.7

669.23

8.3

Pass i ve lei sure

170.8

249 .8

1372.0

666.70

13.6

Child care
Shopping

Organizational activities

Notes:
, In a synthetic week , there is a total of 10,080 minutes.
• Standard deviation of synthetic week means.

education, work for pay, hou sehold tasks, and child care (which
collective ly might be considered the child's work) accounted for 23% of
the siblings' time.

The amount of time spent in the remaining four

categor ie s (including organizat ional and social activities , and active
and pass i ve leisure) might be considered the "free choice" ti me of
Time in these activities accounted for app roxi mate ly 28% of

children.
their time.

A weekday vs. weekend compari son of time spent in the composite
categories shows that on weeke nds siblings spent more time in house hol d
tasks, child care, person al care, organizational activ iti es, social
activit ies, and active and passive leisure than t hey did on weekdays
(refer to Table 10).

The increase of almost an hour in t ime spent in

organizational act i vities on weeke nd s reflects the inc lu s ion of church
in organizational activities.

(Time spent in church ac ti vities accounts

for 75% of the time spent in organ i zational activities.)

Of course,

more time was spent i n education on weekdays when children attended
school.

The amou nt of time spent in working for pay and shopping was

approximate ly the same on weekdays and weekend days.

In sum, hou sehold

tasks and soc i al an d le isure ac tiviti es ten ded to be weekend activities
when sc hoo l was not in session.

This division of time use seems to

fol low the traditional pattern of chi ldren' s time use in the United
States.
The standard devia tions in Table 10 reflect a great variability in
time spent in the syntheti c week compo s ite categories within the sample
of siblings and/or skewed distri but io ns of scores.

Only in the

synthetic week categor i es of personal care , educat ional activities, and
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act i ve and passive leisure are the standard deviations smaller than the
means.
Table 11 reports a tabulation of the number of siblings reporting
any time spent in each composite and focused time use category.

This

tabulation, completed as a preliminary step in comparing time use of
sib lings of children with and without Down syndrome, helps explain the
large sta ndard deviations on Table 10.

All siblings (in both groups)

reported spending time in the composite categories of personal care
(which includes the focused categories of s leeping and eating) and
passive leisure, and almost all reported time spent in active leisure.
Most sibl ing s reported time spent in educat i onal activities.

However,

this category includes time spent going to school, and since time spent
at schoo l i s regulated, it is therefore somewhat similar for children of
similar ages.

In the remaining composite categories, there were many

zero scores because only some of the siblings reported time use in those
categories in either interview.

Therefore , the distributions of scores

included zeros at one end of the distribution and a few extreme values
at the other end.
Table 11 also helps describe the siblings' time use.

All, or

almost all, the siblings reported sleeping, eating , watching TV, and
participating in educational act ivities.

Eating out, participating in

sports, and household conversations were reported by as many children as
were school attendance and almost as frequently as performance of
household tasks.

Less than half of the children in both groups reported

having jobs outside the home, going to church, reading , or performing
chi ld care.

The categories that showed the most difference between the

groups of siblings were the categories of chi ld care, attending school,
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Table 11
Number of Siblings of Children wit h and without Down Syndrome Reporting
Time Spent in Various Categories'

Weekday
With
OS

Without
OS

Weekend
With
OS

Without
OS

Synthetic week
With
OS

Without
OS

ComQosite categories:
$ work

11

7

Household tasks

34

36

37

11

6
40
9
21
60
16

27

25

11

Child care

19

Shopping

21

15

25

Personal care

60

60

Educational activiti es

46
2
18
42
60

60
56

Organizat ional activities
Social activities
Act ive leisure

Passive leisure

14

11

.65

49

50

1.00

26

14

.03

37

29

.20

60

60

48

58

.01

28

1.00
.13

24

33

38

42

27
45

47
57

50
58

51

51

57

60

60

60

.68

Focused categories:

Child care
Sleep
Eat at home

23

8

60
60

60
60
16

.004

16
46

53

1.00
.14

Attend school

45

54

.05

Homework
Church
Play

34

36

.85

25

24

1.00

38
44

Hobbies

14

37
46
24

1.00

Sports

Eat at friend s

Eat out

.83
.08

Read

23

Conversation at home

43

25
41

.85
.84

TV

60

56

.13

Notes:
• n

~

60 in each group.
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and spending time on hob bies .

More siblings of children wit hout Down

syndrome reported attending schoo l and spending time on hobbies .

In

contrast, more s iblings of children with Down syn drome reported
performing ch i ld care .
To test how significant these apparent differences were, a 2 x 2
co ntingen cy table was pre pared comparing the number who participated in
eac h ca t egory of time use in the synthet ic week (combining weekday and
weekend participation).

A chi-square test , which tested whether the

proportion of sibli ngs in both gro ups were the same, was performed for
each category, and the s ig nificance of the chi-square tests are reported
in the far right column of Table 11 .

Significantly more of the s iblings

of chil dren with Down syndrome performed child ca re, as indi cated by
both the composite (Q = . 03) and focuse d (Q = .004) codes.

Siblings of

children wi th Down syndrome partic ipated in fewer ed ucational activities
(compo s i te code Q = .01; fo cused code Q = .05).

More sib l ings of

ch il dren witho ut Down syndrome spent time on hobbies , but not
s i gnifi cantly so (Q

=

.08).

To more fully describe the sample, the samp le was examined by age
and by gender .

These preliminary comparison s are not as sensitive as

those provided by the anal ysis of covariance that is used later, but
t hey are useful in describing the time use of the total sample.

Both of

these variables have been recogni zed as important determiners of
activities in families with and without hand i capped children (Timmer et
a1. , 1985; Schwir ian, 1976).

Tables 12 and 13 present the means and the

Q va lues derived from the t-test analyses .

Older sib lings (ages 14-17)

spent Si gn ifi cant ly more time than younger sibli ngs (ages 10-1 3) in the
cate gories of work for pay (Q = .005), social activit ies (Q = .009), and
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Table 12
Com~arison

of Time Use in Minutes of Older and Younger Chi ldren for the

Total SamQle of Si bling s

Younger
(ages 10-13)
n = 78

Older
(ages 14-17)
n = 42

x

SO

x

69.7
221.0
46.2
140.9
4947.7
1963.0
128.5
229.4
914.9
1418.7

206.85
264.10
117.36
241.41
607.78
855.35
206 .77
280.16
634 . 64
695 .4 7

451.3 824.54
229.5 315.80
28.1
63.82
231. 1 436.68
4782.0 717.50
1702.6 1113.68
221.1
355.80
452.0 493.34
697.3 715.49
1285.1 608 .14

. 005
.876
.276
.220
.184
.191
.127
. 009
.089
. 297

37 .5

106.17

322.5
34 . 2
157.0
1547.2
212.5
88.5
365.5
405 .8
64.0
100.6
114.4
1075.7

170 .47
73.99
113.48
665.17
271.20
162.68
401.61
406.94
125 .75
190.22
165.72
681.6

16.1
3676.2
296.1
53.0
136.8
1279.8
213.6
175 .2
80.2
352 . 2
125 .2
65.2
252.4
776.6

.123
.076
.448
.437
.343
.079
.987
.084
.000
.492
.186
.261
. 002
. 019

SO

P val ue
of t-test
comparison

ComQosite categories:
$ work
Hou sehold tasks
Ch il d care
Shopping
Personal care
Educational activities
Organizational activities
Social activities
Active leisure
Passive leisure
Focused categories
Child care
Sleep
Eat at home
Eat at friends
Eat out
Attend school
Homework
Church
Play
Sports
Hobbi es
Read
Conversation in home
TV

3929.6 589.33

44.08
800.31
198 .31
145.80
105.18
839.63
365.73
296.22
184.28
406.41
282.18
146.60
254.23
603.79
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Ta bl e 13
Com~arison

of Time Use in Minutes for Total

of Male and Female

Sam~le

Sib lings

Gir l s
n = 50

Boys
n = 70

Co m~o s ite

x

SO

221.0
202 .3
18.2
141.8
4773.7
1825.5
138.3
288.8
996.0
1474.4

557.62
269.32
50 . 26
300.79
621.56
960.24
210.04
390.35
729 . 91
717.22

10.5 27.15
3783.6 733.40
321.5 193.42
35.4 94.48
142.1 98.85
1424.6 751. 22
196.2 283.75
108.9 175.84
296.9 410.11
483.1 441. 22
98.8 230 .19
62.1 134.56
134.7 177 . 78
ll05 . 2 733.13

x

SO

p va lue

178.4
254.3
70.1
215.5
5052.1
1936.8
192 . 6
333.1
618.6
1228.5

527.53
298.90
141. 68
353.6
660 . 59
958 . 88
337.64
372.62
502.67
564.88

.32
.321
.016
.221
. 020
.532
.317
. 533
. 001
.038

57.4
3921.1
301.8
48.4
160.9
1494.2
236 . 3
132.8
221.8
252 .6
66 . 7
124 . 7
201.9
783.3

131.33
590.60
161. 38
117.96
125 .51
726.27
336.39
274.44
29 5. 01
307 .08
133 .65
218.42
246.27
516 . 09

.016
.275
.558
.519
. 380
.613
.482
.590
. 246
. 001
. 338
.076
.103
. 006

categories:

$ work
Household tasks
Child care
Shopping
Personal care
Educational activities
Organizational activities
Social activities
Active leisure
Passive leisure
Focused categories
Child care
Sleep
Eat at home
Eat at friend s
Eat out
Attend schoo l
Homework
Church
Play
Sports
Hobbies
Read
Co nversat ion in home
TV
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conversation in the home (Q = .019).

Conversely, older siblings spe nt

significantly l ess time in play (Q = .000) and watch ing TV (Q = .019) .
They also tended to spend less time sleeping, atte nding school, and in
active leisure.
Time use also varies by gender and seems to be influenced by
gender role expectations (see Table 13).

Girls spent significantly more

time in child care (as shown in both the composite, Q = .016, and the
foc used, Q

=

.016, categories) and personal care, Q

=

.020 .

Boys spen t

sign ifi cantl y more time in lei sure activities, including the composite
categories of active (Q

=

.001) and passive (Q

=

.038) leisure and the

focused categories of sports (Q = .001) and TV watching (Q = .006).

It

is interesting to note that neither age nor gender s ignificantly
affected time spent in household tasks.

The composite category of

household tasks, however, includes both male and female type household
activities.
Raw comparisons of time use.

A second step in comparing time use

of sib ling s of children wi th and wit hout Down syndrome was to calculate
raw means for minutes spent in the various categories and to test for a
s ignifican ce of difference with ana lysis of variance.

Comparisons

between the raw means of the two gro up s of children showed no
significant differences (at the .05 level of significa nce) in any of the
time use categories (see Table 14).

Differences in the mean time use i n

work for pay (Q = .080) and social acti vities (Q = .055) were the only
two composite categor ie s that came near the .05 level of s ignifi cance.
Tab le 15 shows that the two groups did not differ significa ntly in the
raw compari sons of most of the focused categories .

Only in two fo cused

categories was there a significant or near significant difference
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Table 14
Raw Comparison of Composite Categori es of Time Use in Minutes f or
Si bling s of Children with and wit hout Down Syndrome
Without Down syndrome
n = 60

With Down syndrome
n = 60
Synthetic'
week

Weekday Weekend

Composite

Synthetic'
week

W eekday Weekend

SD@

SD@

catcgones

~

P

value

S work

46.0

30.0

290.0

679.4

14.0

21.7

1165

344.6

3.11

Household tasks

27.7

38.2

214.6

262.9

25.4

53.3

233.3

301.8

.13

.719

5.2

11.3

48.5

119.2

3.4

7.1

31.2

8U

.86

.356
.187

Ch ild care

.080

33.2

23.0

211.6

3675

16.3

26.0

133.3

272.3

1.76

Persona l cafe

688.5

751.9

4948.9

703.4

667.9

745.6

4830.6

592.2

.99

.321

Educational
activltlcs

340.3

23.6

1748.2

1139.0

390.1

22.5

19955

720.8

2.02

.158

3.3

56.6

129.8

238.7

9.3

72.9

192.1

298.0

1.60

.209

18.4

74.3

240.5

309.2

42.6

80.5

374.1

435 .7

3.75

.055

Shopping

OJ'~~n,izational
actIVitieS

Social activities
Active! leisure

93.2

178.6

827..8

650.5

105.7

163.1.

8547

6955

.07

.795

Passive leisure

184.1

252.7

1425.2

660.1

164.9

247.3

1318.8

674.5

.76

.384

Notes:
I

For I~e synthet ic week time usc, the weekday interview minutes have been mu ltipiied by 5 and the weekend day
IntclVlcw by 2.

@ Synthetic week mea ns used for analyses
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Table 15
Raw Comparison of Focused Categor ie s of Time Use in Minutes for Sibling s
of Children wi th and wit hout Down Syndrome

With
Down syndrome
-

x

SO
n = 60

Without
Down syndrome
p

X

SO
n

F

val ue

= 60

Focused categories
43. 7

111.7

16. 3

58.5

2.83

.095

3932. 5

624.6

3749 .3

721.8

2. 21

.140

333.0

179 .6

293. 6

180.3

1.44

. 233

41.0

110.0

40.6

100.0

. 00

.981

l30.1

119.4

170.0

98.1

3.97

.049

1322.7

854.7

1584 . 5

578.9

3.86

.052

232 .1

364 . 9

193.8

234.5

.47

.495

94.4

203.5

143 .3

237.4

1.47

. 228

Play

290.9

383. 1

240 .4

351.8

.56

.454

Sports

361.6

367.1

412.5

442.9

.47

.495

Hobbie s

55.6

128.5

115.8

242.7

2.92

.090

Read

75.7

153.7

100 .7

197.0

.60

.441

145. 2

194.7

180. 2

225.9

.82

.366

1070 .8

689.9

871.3

636 . 2

2.71

.102

Chi ld care
Sleep
Eat at home
Eat at friends
Eat out
Attend sc hool
Homework
Church

Conversation in
home
TV
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between the two groups.

Siblings of children without Down syndrome ate

at restaurants more (Q = .049) and spent more time in school (Q = .052)
than did siblings of children with Down syndrome.
In these analyses, the mean differences can apparently appear to
be large without the difference between the means being statistically
significant.

For example, the mean differences between the two groups

of siblings appear to be very different for the focused categories of
child care and hobbies.

Table 15 shows that the siblings of children

with Down syndrome spent an average of 43.7 minutes in child care, while
the siblings of children without Down syndrome spent a mean time of only
16.3 minutes.

However, the probability value (Q) is .095, which does

not come near the .05 level of significance.

In contrast, the siblings

of children without Down syndrome spent more time on hobbi es (x = 115.8)
than did the sibli ngs of children wi th Down syndrome (x
Q value was only .090 .

=

55.6), but the

In each of these cases, the standard deviations

were very large.
Adjusted comparisons of ti me use .

The third and most appropriate

way of comparing the time use of sib ling s of children with and without
Down syndrome is to compare adjusted means using the analysis of
covariance.

Thi s method controls the effect of other variables that

might affect the outcome variable.

Table 16 provides a more complete

picture of the variables that affect the siblings' time use.

In these

analyses, the effect of other variab les (besides having a brother or
sister with Down syndrome) were entered into the equation as covar iates.
(The proces s of choos ing covariates was expla ined i n the analysis plan
in Chapter III.)

That the covariates did effect the siblings' time use

is shown by the Q va lue of the covar iates.

In 8 of the 10 composite
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Tab le 16
Adju st ed ComQarisons of Time Use in Minutes for Sib l ings of Ch i ld ren
with and without Down Syndrome
Without

Covariates$

With Down
syndrome -x'
n = 60

Down

syndrome
n :::: 60

x,

Covariate
F

p
va lue

G~p

P

value

Coml.?Qsi lc categories

S work

0,1

Household tasks

287.48

119.04

8.67

.000

3.38

.068

214.78

233.12

.59

.554

0.13

.724

49.82

49.81

5.85

.000

0.96

.329

Chi ld care

0,2,3

Shopping

0,1

193.17

151.80

6.41

.000

.54

.465

I'en:onal care

0,1

4879.52

4899.89

22.38

.000

.04

.834

Educational activities

0,2,4,5

1712.58

2032.33

3.41

.rxn

3.31

.072

Organizational activities

0,1,5

130m

197.00

1.84

.126

1.66

.200

241.80

372.79

3.90

.023

3.78

.054

Social act ivities
Active leisure

0.1,7

Passive leisure

0,1

755.61

893.44

7.60

.000

1.41

.237

1398.39

1345.51

3.29

.023

.19

.662

.075

Focused categories
Child care

0,2,3

Sleep

0,1

Eat at home

0,3,7

Ea! at friends

0,1,5

E:lt

0,1,2:,8

out

44.97

16.79

5.68

.000

324

3879.03

3802.79

10.30

.000

.46

501

327.97

307.00

1.44

.225

.38

.539

41.61

42.15

1.87

.121

.00

.979

13557

158.89

2.47

.m

1.37

.244

Allend school

0,4,5

1283.08

1616.37

4.60

.002

6.41

.013

Homework

0,1,9

256.51

169.31

3.49

.010

2.46

.119

Ch urch

0,1,5

92.02

148.87

2.20

.074

1.81

.182

Play

0,7

271.13

272.8 1

11.03

.000

00

.979

361.26

41 2.48

5.27

.006

.52

.473
.093

Sport s

55.50

115.41

1.37

.258

2.87

Read

0,6

87.97

126.65

3.49

.019

1.57

.214

Conversation in home

0,6

148.36

191.89

4.53

.005

.99

.324

1V

0,1,2

1058.75

917.54

5.00

.001

1.43

.234

I-lobbies

NOles:
S

Covariates:

o=

Sibling age a nd sex; 1 = Time in school; 2 = 1'OIal income; 3 = Sibling bi.n h ord er;
4 = Number of pare nts in home; 5 "" Mother's years of education; 6 = Fathe r's years of education;

7 = Mother's hours of work; 8 "" Ethnic; 9

=

Nu mber of Offspring.

, Covariance adjusted means.
&

Group

= Siblings of children with Down syndrome vs. siblings of chi ldren witho ut Down syndrome.
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categories, the probability val ue (Q) for the covariates was less than
.05 and in most cases less than . 01.

Also in the focused categories,

the probability values (Q) indicated that the covar iates affected time
use in al l the categories except time spent in hobbies or in eating at
home.
However, the variable of centra l interest in this study, that of
having a child in the family with Down syndrome, did not seem to have
much effect on the siblings' time use.

Only in the focused category of

time in school was there a significan t difference, with the siblings of
children with Down syndrome attending significantly less school than the
siblings of children without Down syndrome (Q

=

.013).

As was discussed

in Chapter III, more siblings of children with Down syndrome did not
attend school on the day of their weekday interviews.

Season of the

year in which the interview took place was checked (see Table 9).

Some

of the days of no class time are probably accounted for by holidays
(President's Day, spring vacation, or other) or summer vacation, but
this is a pos s ibility for e ither gro up, not just the s iblings of
children with Down syndrome.

The days with no class time were also

compared to the time spent in ch ild care on weekdays.

Only one child

from each group had a large number of minute s of child care on the day
with no sc hool attendance.
However, three siblings of children with Down syndrome and one
sibling of a child without Down syndrome worked for over 4 hours the day
they didn't attend school.

The dates for two of the three sib l ings of

children with Down syndrome were in June and one was May 22.
school was no t in session.

Possibly

The date for the sibling of a child without

Down syndrome was Wed nesday, October 14.

The analysis of covariance was
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recomputed for educational acti vities and school attendance, leaving
these four cases out, and the Q values became less significant, but the
Q value for school attendance was still significant.

Further

investigations are needed to clarify this finding.
Some of the adjusted mean differences for other categories were
nearly significant.

Siblings of children with Down syndrome spent less

time in the composite category of educational activities (Q

= .072),

social activities (Q = .054), and in the focused category of hobbies (Q

= .093) than did the siblings of children without Down syndrome. On the
other hand, siblings of children with Down syndrome appeared to have
spent more time working in the marketplace (Q
(Q

= .075)

than did comparison sibl in gs.

=

.068) and in child care

The interview month cou ld also

affect the findings on time spent in worki ng for pay, since time spent
working for pay and attending school were negatively correlated
(r

=

-.18 ; Q = .004).
Several of these findings need to be compa red with previous

re sear ch.

The finding that sib lings of children with Down syndrome

spent more time working for pay and in child care is i nteresting in
light of the preliminary findings for the parents of children with and
without Down syndrome (Barnett &Juster, 1989).

In the initial

analyses, fathers and mothers of children with Down syndrome also spent
more time working than did the comparison parents when the categories of
working for pay, household tasks, child care, and shopping were
inc luded.
The presence of a retarded child in the home has been assumed to
affect the social activities and relat ion ships of the other siblings in
the family.

Farber and Jenne (1963) suggested that the increased time
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spent in chil d care by sister s limited their social activities and
relat ionship s with peers . Conversely, brothers of retarded children
responded by seeking companion ship outside the home and escaping the
demands at home.

These findings have been questioned because the

studies didn't involve comparison groups (Lobato, 1983; Brody &
Stoneman , 1983).

Recently, few differe nces were found in out-of-home

activities when older siblings with and without mentally retarded
siblings were compared (Stoneman et al., 1988).

As a group, the

sibli ngs of younger retarded children spent about the same amount of
time with friends as did the sib ling s in the comparison group.

The

differences that existed were related to gender rather than the presence
of a younger retarded child, with older brothers participating more in
sports and church activities than older sisters.
In t he present study, the presence of a child with Down syndrome
did seem to have an affect on the socia l activities of the sibl ing s
(Q

= .054). and the sibling age, not gender, had a significant

interaction effect in the ana lysis of covar iance (Q of age = .008 and
Q of sex

= .456). The differences in the findings of the two studies

are probably due to different measures used and the inclusion of
different activities in the definitions of social activities.
For most of the variables, the s ignifi cance of difference between
the groups usi ng the analysis of covariance was very similar to the
significance of difference using the raw mean comparisons.

Usua lly the

adjusted Q value, after the effect of the covariates was removed, was a
l ittle lower than the Q value of the raw comparison (compare Tabl es 13,
14, and 15) .

For example, the probability estimate (Q) changed from

.095 to .075 for the focused variable of child care.

The exception was
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the focused variable of eating at restaurants, in which case the Q value
increased from .049 to .244.

When the effect of siblings' age, sex,

school attendance. ethnicity, and families' total income were taken into
account, the adjusted mean difference in eating at restaurants was no
longer significant.
In sum, the findings on time use of sib l ings wit h and without Down
syndrome showed that time use of the two groups of siblings was overall
more similar than different, as measured by frequency of participation
in the various categories and by the comparisons of both raw and
adjusted group means.
differences were found.

However, some interesting and important
As measured by frequency of participation and

comparison of raw and adjusted means, siblings of chil dren with Down
syndrome spent significantly less time in school.

Several other

differences between the groups' time use neared significance.

In two

aspects of the siblings' "work" (i.e., working for pay and chi ld care),
the siblings of children with Down syndrome spent more time.
significantly more of them part icipated in child care.

Al so,

Alternately,

siblings of children with Down syndrome spent less t ime i n two of t he
"free choice" activities than did the sib l ings of chi l dre n wi t hout Down
syndrome.

They spent less time in social activities (whic h i nc l uded

attending movies, sports events, etc. and visit i ng outside t he home,
etc.) and hobbies.
General Attitudes and Perceptions
Twenty-six items were used to probe t he sib l ings' atti t udes abo ut
their happiness, family , school success, friendsh i ps, an d expect ations
of the future.

Table 17 contains the raw means of these items .

As a

whole group, as indicated by the responses on the Li kert - type scale
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Table 17
Raw ComQarison of General Att itudes and PerceQtions for Sibli ngs of
Children with and without Down Syndrome
Without

With

Down syndrome
n

=

60

x

SO

Am happy in general

3.78

1.052

Am happy how I gel along with friends

3.17

.620

Am happy how I get along with friends
of same sex

3.48

How often does family do things

Down syndrome
n = 60

x

SO

F

3.57

1.047

1.23

.271

3.28

.585

1.06

.305

.626

3.53

.503

.32

.573

3.88

1.247

3.30

1.266

6.37

.0l3

2.72

1.998

2.B3

2.010

.08

.775

2.66

1.841

2.87

1.761

.41

.525

Rules clear

3.034

2.017

3.GOO

1.924

2.46

.120

# of days/week f:lmily has main meal

5.26

I.B8R

5.80

1.560

2.89

.092

vafue

of opposite sex

together?
Family rules:

LoIS of rules vs.

not many
Family rule enforcement:

Strict vs.

relaxed

together

TV on du ring meal

2.36

1.156

2.63

1.178

1.68

.198

'IV kepi on

2.32

.73

2.35

.777

.04

.840

How important to your parents that
you do well in school?

4.49

.878

4.70

.890

1.81

.181

3.51
4.73
4.25
4.66
3.84
3.35

1.369
.691
1.108
.843
1.13
1.203

3.70
4.633
4.433
4.433
3.47
3.30

1555
.863
.981
1.11
1.346
1.319

.51
.44
.87
158
2.65
.05

.477
.507
.352
.211
.1 06
.828

3.20

.714

3.18

.792

.02

.885

3.68
2.66
2.86
3.42
3.64
16.27

.507
1.027
.973
.675
.550
2.325

3.52
2.37
2.65
3.40
3.50
15.43

.537
.78
.84
.718
.77
2.070

1.23
2.84
1.66
.03
4.31

.095
.081
.201
.853
.243
.040

3.48

1.006

3.95

1.074

6.14

.015

How important is it

10 yOll

that you:

Participate in sports
Do well in schocl
Have lots of friends

Graduate from COllege
Gel married

Have children
H ow much do you like school?
Perceived school abilities:
Good at school work
Slow in gett ing school work done
I-lave trouble understanding what I read
Can figu re ou t answers without trouble
Peel as smart as other kids in class
Composite perceived school abilities
School ability expectations: Compared
to others, how well do you expeci to
do in school this year"?

Notes:
+ AU items have been recoded so a higher score is a more positive score.

3.10
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items, the siblings were positive about their happiness, friendships,
fa milies, and schoo l.
bei ng relatively happy.

For example, t he sib ling s in both groups reported
The mean score for the whole group for this

item was 3.67, with the replie s ranging from not too happy (1) to very
happy (5).

Al so, as a whole group, si blings felt quite positive about

t hei r present school abilities.

The s iblings rated their school

abi li t ies on five items, each with a 4-point ordinal scale.

The

composite score of the five sc hool items could ra nge from 5 to 20, but
act ually ranged fro m 11 to 20.

The mean score for both groups was over

15 .0, we ll above the midpoint of the scale.
Raw and adjusted comparisons of general attitudes and perceptions.
Table 17 presents the raw means and Table 18 presents the adjusted means
for the two groups of siblings.

The means and Q values for the various

items in these two tables are very s imilar.

Consequently, only the

findings of the analysis of covaria nce , whi ch prov ides a more controlled
compar i son, are discussed.

For most attitude and perception items, the

s ibling s' replies were not s ign if icantly different.

As was stated

above, the two groups did not differ in their perceptions of general
happines s .

Bot h groups also had s imilar feelings about their

friendship s with the same and op pos ite sex.

Both groups felt a little

more positive about their satisfaction with same sex friendship s (with
OS adjusted

x=

3.48 and without OS adj usted

x=

3. 53) than they did

about their satisfaction with opposite sex friendships (with OS adjusted
x

=

3.17 and without OS adjusted

x=

3. 28).

However, since the means

are above the mid po ints of the range for both items, both groups of
s iblings aopeared to be moderate ly satisfied wit h their friendships.
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Table 18
Adjusted Comparisons of General Att itudes and Perceptions for Siblings
of Children with and without Down Syndrome +
With

Down
Covariates$ syndrome

0=60

Without

x'

Down
syndrome

XI

Covariate

p

F

va lue

Grofll'

n=60

Am happy in general

3.78

3.56

.24

.789

1.25

.265

Am happy how I gel along with friends

3.17

3.28

2.48

.088

.95

.331

3.48

3.53

.54

.584

.31

.580

3.87

3.31

3.68

.028

6.32

.013

2.73

2.83

.27

.761

.08

.780

2.66

2.87

.26

.711

.40

.530

of opposite sex
Am happy how I get along with friends
of same sex

How often does fami ly do things
IOgether?

Family rulcs:

Lots of fut es vs.

not many

Family rule enforcement:

Srrict vs.

relaxed

Rules clear

3.04

3.60

.40

.669

2.36

.127

# of days/week family has main meal

5.25

5.81

7.65

.001

3.51

.063

wgether

2.19

2.26

3.32

.009

.08

.773

TV kept on

2.32

2.35

.13

.878

.04

.849

How imporrflnl to your parents th,n

4.49

4.71

6.68

.002

2.26

.136

.65
.35
.19
.87

.422
.558
.664
.352

.230

2.85
.00

.094
1.000

.02

.888

TV on dtlring meal

0,6,7,10

you do well in school?

I-low important is it to you that you:
J~articipate in sports

Do well in school
I-lave lOIS o f friends

Graduate from college
Gel married
Have children

o
o

4.68
9.49
3.31

.001
.000
_013

5.97

.001
.293

3.30

4.45
3.46
3.30

3.20

3.18

1.68

.190

3.69
2.68
2.89
3.42

2.93

.036
.036

3.97
2.79

.049
.109
.857

2.64

.044
.040
.096
.In?

2.61
.03
.04

16.26

3.50
2.40
2.62
3.40
3.63
15.50

3.41

.835
.067

3.48

3.95

1.15

.319

6.08

.015

0,3,0
0,5

3.50
4.72
4.30
4.62

0,7

o

3.85

How much do you like school?

3.71
4.62

4.38

1.24
1.46

Perceived school ab iliti es:

Good at school work
Slow in getling school work done

0,9
0,2

Have trouble understanding what I read
Can figure out answers without troubl e
Feel as smart as other kids in class
Composite perceived school abilities

0,9
0
0,6
0,5,9

3.60

Schoo l ability expectations: ('..om pared
to ot hers, how well do you expect to
do in school this year?

2.96
2.79
3.32
2.18

.097

Notes:
, Cov-dria nce adjusted means.
&

+

Group - Siblings of children wit h Down syndrome

\IS.

siblings of children without Down syndrome.

A ll items have been recodcd so higher score is a more positive one.

s Covariates:

= Sibling age and sex; 2 = Total income; 3 = Sibling birth order; 5 = Mothers years 01 education;
6 = Father's years of education; "I = Mather's hours of work; 9 = Number of offspring;
10 = Mother's age

0
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Three items dealt wit h the s iblings' perceptions of family rules .
Each item ranged from 1 t o 5 wit h "lots" of rules , "strict" enforcement
of ru les, and clarity of rul es , each being coded as 5.
groups of siblings replied s imilarly.

More of them felt they had "not

many rules" as compared to many rules (with DS adjusted
without DS adjusted

x = 2.83),

than strict (with DS adjusted
2.87).

Again, both

x = 2.73

and

and that enforcement was more relaxed

x = 2.66

and without DS adjusted

x=

The siblings of children with Down syndrome tended to feel that

rules were less c lear in their families than did the siblings of
children without Down syndrome, but the Q value of .127 was not
significant.

Table 18 shows that the sib ling s similarly viewed their

fami li es' use of the TV during meals and in their homes.

The TV was

rated as not being on very much during meals but being left on without
anyone watching some of the time in both groups of families.
In previous research, si blings of retarded chi ldren have reported
greater parental expectation s of success and achievement, apparently to
compensate for the lack of performance by their retarded brothers or
sisters (Cleveland &Miller, 1977).

One item attempted to tap the

sibl ings' percept ion s of parental expectations.

They were asked, "How

important is it to your parents that you do well in school?"

The

answers ranged from not very important (I) to very important (5).

The

adjusted means of 4.49 (for siblings of children wit h DS) and 4.71 (for
s ibling s of children without DS) show that most of the siblings in both
gro ups felt that it was very important to their parents t hat they did
wel l in school.
Six items probed the siblings ' expectati ons of themselves in
participat ion in sports, success in school and the importance of
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friendships, graduating from college , marriage, and having children.
The scales ranged from not at all important (1) to very important (5).
All items were moderately important to the sibl ing s in both groups, with
the adjusted means ranging from 3.3 to 4.72.

Being successful in school

was the most important, and having children was the least important.
There was no significant difference in the rep li es between the groups on
any of the six items.

The siblings of ch ildren with Down syndrome rated

getting married slightly more important than did the siblings of
children without Down syndrome, but the Q value was only .094.
Two of the items required categorical responses.

The first item

asked, "Whose ideas are most like yours about what is right or wrong-parents, friends, or teachers?"

Almost 59% of the sibl ing s of children

with Down syndrome answered parents and 41% answered frie nd s.

The

sib lings of children without Down syndrome were evenly split between the
two replies.

Th e difference betwee n groups was not significant, as

measu red by the chi-square test of independence.

The second item asked,

"Who would you feel the worst disappointing," and over 80% of both
groups rep li ed their parents.
The attitude and perception items on which the differences were
significant between the two groups of s iblings were frequency of
participation of family in family act ivities (Q
schoo l success this year (Q
being good at schoo l work (Q

=

.01 3), expectation of

.015), and the individual school item of

=
=

.049).

Nearly significant differences

were found on the composi te score of school abilities (Q

=

. 067) and on

the number of main meals per week that the family eats together
t~

= .063).

inconsistent.

The perceptions represe nted by these items appear somewhat
First, the siblings of children wit h Down syndrome
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reported that their families participated in activities together more
often than did the siblings of children without Down syndrome, but they
reported eating fewer main meals together.

Secondly, fewer of the

siblings of children with Down syndrome thought they would do better
than others in school this year than did the siblings of children
wit hout Down syndrome.

In evaluating their present abilities, however,

the siblings of children with Down syndrome rated their composite
abi lities higher and felt they were significantly better at school work
than did the comparison siblings.

Gath and Gumley (1987) found that the

sibling s of children with Down syndrome were doing just as well in
school as were the comparison sib lings in school.

Possibly the siblings

of chi ldren with Down syndrome are more concerned or serious about
success in school.

Therefore, they do better but still worry about how

they will perform in the future.

No explanation is read il y apparent to

explain the perce ived difference in frequency of family activities and
family meals.
In sum, the findings on the sib lings' attitudes and perceptions
show the two groups of siblings as being much more similar than
different, as did the findings of their time use.

Both groups appear

similarly sa tisfi ed with their happiness, friendships, and families.
Some differences were noted in how often the families had activities and
in the siblings' attitudes about schoo l success.
Within-Group Comparisons: Siblings
of Children with Down Syndrome
Two comparisons were made wit hin the group of s ib lings of chi ld ren
with Down syndrome.

The first compa rison was based on the concept of
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relative age of the siblings; it compared oider s iblings of children
wit h Down synd rome to younger s iblings.
65 were older and 19 were younger.

In the samp le of 84 siblings ,

In the subsample of 60 siblings with

two time diari es , 48 were older and 12 were younger.

The second

comparison was based on the functioning of the child with Down syndrome;
it compared the siblings of higher-functioning children with siblings of
lower-functioning children.

In the sample of 84 siblings, 28 were

con s idered hi gh functioning and 28 low functioning, with the middle
third of the sample not included in the analyses .

In the subsample of

60 sib ling s with two time diari es , there were 20 siblings of high functioning chi ldren and 19 s i bl ings of low-functioning children.
older-younger comparisons are reported first.

The

For both comparisons, the

adjusted mea n compar i sons are prese nted.
Older-Younger Sib ling Comparisons
In pre vious research , younger sibli ngs and the oldest sister of a
handicapped chi l d (see Table 2) have been found to be more adversely
affected than older siblings.

Howeve r, no recent study has compared the

activities or the general at titudes of older and younger siblings to see
if simi lar findings would be revea led .

Therefore, t he present

comparisons of older and younger sib lings were performed.
Time use comparisons.

Table 19 presents the findings for the

adjusted comparisons of time use for the older and younger sibl ings of
children with Down syndrome.

Accordi ng to the results of the analysis

of covariance, the relative age of the siblings is not an important
var iable in determining sibl ings ' ti me use , because none of the
categories of time use were signif icantly different for relatively older
and younger s ibl i ngs.

However, these findings are somewhat limited
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Table 19
Adjusted Comparisons of Time Use in Minutes for Older and Younger
Sibling s of Children with Down Syndrome
For
Siblings
younger
n = 12

x'

Siblings
older

X'

relative
age

Covariate
F

n = 48

Composite ca tegories

.682

S work

0,1

334.79

256.67

9.06

.000

.17

H ouse hold tasks

0,11

238.66

208.30

4.37

.008

.15

.703

Child care

0,2,3

26.99

36.22

3.30

.017

.04

.843

Shoppi ng

0,1,13

317.53

188.26

2.51

.052

1.26

.267

Personal care

0,1

5023.88

4990.39

13.61

.000

.03

.854

Educational activit ies

0,4

1355.61

18n21

2.67

.057

2.18

.146

Organ iza tional activit ies

0,1

Soci1ll activit ies

185.51

120.74

1.65

.189

.70

.407

301.84

216.31

7.00

.002

.87

.355

Active leisure

0,1

927.03

861 .37

7.15

.000

.1 2

.726

I'n ss ivc leisure

0,1

1157.45

1536.30

2.69

.055

3.32

.074

Focused catego ries

5.82

49.55

3.64

.018

1.49

.2:28

4036.16

3956.82

6.74

.000

.2 1

.651

0,5

289.03

34.4.08

4.73

.005

1.06

.307

0,1

36.58

43.27

2.30

.087

.04

.851

111.34

130.07

3.26

.021

.17

.680

0,2

1142.41

1382.73

3.06

.036

.77

.385

0,1

186.45

222.28

2.48

.070

.09

.759

Church

0,1

109.60

96.78

2.22

.096

.04

.846

Play

0,7

306.05

293.63

6.20

.001

.01

,911

Sports

0,11

489.84

339.06

3.03

.037

1.81

.184

105.30

43.52

.62

.544

2.22

.142

Child c<ll'e

0,2

Sleep

0,1,11

Ea l at home

Eat at friends
Etll QU I

0,1,6

A ttend school
H o mework

Hobbies

Read

110.95

65.22

1.12

.335

.84

.363

Conversa tion in home

124.24

145.83

2.36

.104

.12

.729

843.70

1169. 15

2.84

.046

2.24

.141

TV

0,1

Notes:
s Covaria les:

0 = Sibling age and sex; 1 = Time in school; 2 = TOla l income; 3 = Sibling birth order;
4 = Number o f parents in home; 5 = Mother's years of educa tion; 6 = Father'S yean; of ed uc3lion;
7 = Mot her's hours of work; 11 = Sex of Down syndrome child;
13 = Sibling and D own syndrome child same sex

, Covariance adjusted means.
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because of t he small sampl e size of the group of sib lings who were
younger t han their brother or sister with Down syndrome.
younger sib lings had two time diaries.

Only 12

In some categories of time use,

the mean time spent was derived from responses of five or fewer
s iblings.
The most signif icant finding seems to be that in the focused
category of child care, none of the younger siblings spent any time
giving child care.

Clearly a difference exists if none of the younger

s iblings provided any child care.

It i s also significant to note that

within the group of older siblings, just over half (25 of 48) spent no
ti me givi ng child care.

Du r ing a synthetic week of time (among the

remaining 23 older siblings), 11 spent le ss than
8 spe nt between 1 hour and just over 2 hour s .

hour in child care,

The remaining four older

sib ling s gave 3-1/2 hours , 4 hour s , 6-1/2 hour s , and almost 12 hours,
respectively.

With this type of dispersion of responses, the mean time

spent in child care for the older s iblings was 54.6 minutes, but the
median was O.
In understanding who spent time in child care, it was also
necessary to examine the effect of the covariates.

Sib l ing gender was

the one covariate that had a significant interac t ion effect in each
analysis of covariance testing the dependent variable of child care
(between-group comparison, older/younger comparison, and high/lowfunctioning comparison).

Sisters were likely to spend more time in

child care tha n brothers.

These findings replicate the find i ngs of

ot her researchers.
Schwir ian (1976) found that the var iabl es of sibling gender and
age were more s i gnificant than having a hearing impaired chi ld in the
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family in determining parti cipation in child care.
Lobato and associates (1987) were si milar .

The findings of

From sibling self-report, no

statistical differences were found between s iblings of handicapped and
nonhandicapped children.

However, from the mothers' reports, older

sisters of handicapped children performed the most child care in
comparison with older brothers of handicapped children and older sisters
and brothers of nonhandicapped children, but the difference was not
statistically significant.
Stoneman and associates (1988) likewise found that babysitting of
younger siblings followed gender role expectations with older sisters of
children with and wit hout mental retardation babysitting significant ly
more than older brothers.

Howe ver, there was also a significant group

by gender interaction; older sisters of mentally retarded girls babysat
the most often , while brothers of mentally retarded boys babysat as
often as older sisters in the comparison group .
comparison group babysat the l east.

Older brothers in the

Care for the younger sibli ng

(feeding , dres s ing, etc.) was done more by older s isters of mental ly
retarded girls than any other sib ling age and gen der group.
The findings in the present study seem to corroborate the findings
of Stoneman et al. (1988), with the total number of older brothers (11)
and s isters (12) providing child care being almost the same.

However,

in comparing the amount of time spent in child care by gender, more
older brothers (7) provided short periods of care than did older sisters
(4), and only ol der sisters provided care for longer than 3 hours (see
Table 20) .
The Schwirian (1976), Lobato et al. (1987), and Stoneman et al.
(1988) studies all obtained child care data with adaptations of
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Table 20
Comparison of Synthetic Time Spent in the Focused Category of Ch ild Care
for the Between-Group and Within-Group Ana lyses

#

Less than
1 hour

1-2
hours

2-3
hours

Over
3 hours

37

11

6

2

4

52

3

3

o

2

o

o

o

o

o

wino
time

Between-group samples
Siblings of OS children
n ; 60

Siblings of children
without OS
n ; 60

Within OS group sample
Younger siblings
n ; 12
Older s ibling s'
n ; 48

25

11

6

2

4

Sibl ings with
low-functioning
children

12

4

3

o

o

10

5

n ; 19

Siblings with
high-functioning
chi ldren
n ; 20

Notes:
• Less than 1 hour: 11 ;
6
1-2 hours:
2-3 hours:
2
4 ;
Over 3 hours:

7 brothers, 4 s isters
3 brothers, 3 sisters
1 brother, 1 sister
4 sisters

3
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Schwirian's index, which required Likert-type responses.

For example,

St oneman and associates (1988) asked eight items about child care; the
possible resp onses ranged from (1) never to (6) daily.

The research of

McHale and associates (1989) included a time diary methodology.

They

phoned the siblings seven t imes in a 3-week period for a report of their
time spent caring for thei r brother or sister with or without handicaps
and doing household task s.

They described their methodology as a cued-

response method, which may invite overesti mation (Robinson, 1985).

The

present study i s the only known study to measure the actual time in
minutes spent by siblings in chil d care without suggesting categories of
time use to the sub jects.

Therefore, it adds a different dimension to

the understandin g of the child care issue.
To summarize, the majority of the children (in all analyses) did
not report giving child care in a synthetic week, and of those who did,
abo ut as many prov ided le ss than 1 hour of child care as provided more.
This fi nding that in today's society most of the siblings (and even over
ha lf of the older si bling s of chi ldren with Down syndrome) did not
report spending any time in a synthetic week in child care is
sig nificant.

The se analyse s suggest that time spent in chi l d care is

not an i ssue, or is a minor i ssue, in the li ves of most of the s iblings
in the sample.
Another way to place the ch ild care issue in proper perspective in
relation to the total time allocation by s iblings is to compare it with
time spent in other activities.

To do this , time spent in child care by

the older s iblin gs of children with Down syndrome (the group who
performed the most child care) was compared to their time spent watching
TV .

Older siblings provided, on the average, less than 1 hour of child
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care in a synthet ic week but ye t wa t ched over 19 hours of TV.

However,

for those four siblings who spent more time in child care than 3 hours
in a synthetic week, and part i cularly for the one sibling who spent
almost 12 hours in child care , child care might indeed be burdensome.
The only other time use finding that came close to being
significantly different between older and younger siblings was the
composite category of passive leisure.

The adjusted mean for the older

siblings was greater than that for the younger siblings, but the Q value
of . 074 only approached significance, and it may be due random
fluctuation around the mean.

(One significant difference in 25 can be

ex pected by chance.)
Attitude compar i sons.

Table 21 displays the comparisons of the

general attitudes and perceptions for the groups of older and younger
s iblings .

None of the differences in attitudes reached the .05 level of

s ignificance, and only four of the differences approached significance.
Older siblings felt that it wa s more important to their parents to do
well in school than did the younger siblings (Q = .059).

The older

sib lings saw rule enforcement in t heir families as being more str ict
than did younger siblings (Q

=

.073).

These attitudes might also be

representative of all siblings who are relatively older in their
fam ili es, but the data set doesn't a llow this investigation.

On the

other hand, younger siblings felt less smart than their classmates than
did the older sibl ings (Q

=

.087) , and they didn't expect to do as well

in school as the older siblings (Q

=

.088).

Although the differences

between the sibl ings who were older and younger were n't large on these
two items , they might be indi cative of attit udes previous researchers
have found.

For instance, Grossman (1972) found that younger siblings
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Table 21
Adjusted ComQarisons of General Attitudes and PerceQtions of Older and
Younger Sib ling s of Children with Down
CovariatesS

S ~ndrome+
Siblings Covariate
F
older X'

Siblings
younger
n = 65

x'

P
value

G";i.P

P

value

n = 19

Am happy in genera!

3.95

3.60

.37

.695

1.39

.242

Am happy how I get along with friends

3.27

3.14

2.83

.065

.60

.441

3.54

3.50

.49

.616

.05

.824

3.64

3.82

3.01

.055

.28

.597

2.26

2.81

.13

.881

1.11

.295

2.10

3.01

.17

.843

3.31

.073

of opposite sex
Am happy how I ge t along with friends
of same sex

H ow often does family do things
together?
Family rul es:
not many

Lots o f rules

Family rule e nforcement:

\IS.

Strict

\IS.

relaxed

Rules clear

2.63

3.08

1.67

.194

.73

.396

# of days/week famity has main meal
together

4.77

5.40

3.88

.025

1.88

.174

2.60

2.07

3.73

.006

2.58

.115

TV kepI on

2.38

2.29

.50

.607

.65

.424

I-I ow important to your parents that
you do we ll in school?

4.16

4.59

1.58

.212

3.68

.059

3.48

7.23
1.50
2.99

.001

.00
.53

.987
.467
.747
.399

TV on during meal

0,6,7,10

How important is it to you that you;
Participate in sport s

Do well in school
Have lots of fri ends
Grad uate from college
Gel married
Have ch ildren

0
0

0,3,9
0,5
0
0,7

How moch do you like school?

3.49
458
4.51
4.48
4.03
3.81

4.72

.230

.024

4.40
4.68
3.69
3.48

1.41

.246

.10
.72

1.40
259

.252
.059

1.16
1.04

.311

3.07

3.16

.85

.433

.17

.684

3.61
2.50
3.20
3.37
3.37
15.99

3.69
2.62
2.93
3.44
3.67
16.30

1.85
1.94
1.61
.01
1.30
1.67

.146
.130
.193
.993
.285
.165

.24
.18
3.03
.24

.627
.677
.286
.681
.087
.624

3.09

3.62

.49

.617

2.98

.088

.286

Perceived school abilities:

Good at school work
Slow in gett ing school work done
Have trouble understanding what I read
Can figure o ut answers without trouble
Feel as smart as o the r kids in class
Composite perceived school abilities
Sc hool abil ity expectations: Compared
to ~thers , how well do you expect to
do In school this year?

0,9
0,2

0,9
0
0,6
0,5,9

1.15

.17

NOles:
I

Cova riance adjusted means.

& Group "" Older siblings vs. younger siblings of children wit h Down syndrome.
+ All

items have been recoded so a higher score is a morc positive score.

S Covd riates:

a == Sibling age and sex; 2 = Total income; 3 = Sib ling uirth oroer, 5 = Mother's years of ed uca tion;
6 = Father's years of education ; 7 = Mother's ho urs of work; 9 = Number of offspring;
10 = Mother'S age
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had more trouble separating their identities from the identities of
their retarded brother or sister and that they had lower coping scores
than did older sibli ngs .

Breslau (1982) found that younger brothers

experienced more adverse psychological effects than did older brothers.
Reviewers (Farber &Ryckman , 1965; Simeonsson &McHale, 1981) have also
concluded that being a younger s ibling to a handicapped child is
assoc iated with poorer adjustment.

The findings of the present study do

not support this conclusion, but then the findings of the study are
based on measures of time use and general attitudes and perceptions, not
on psychological adjustment per se .
Compar ison s of Sibl ings of Highand Low-Functioning Children
wit h Down Syndrome
As was explained in the analysis plans in Chapter III, the sample
of siblings of children with Down syndrome was divided according to the
level of competence of the child with Down syndrome.

The Woodcock-

Johnson Sca l e of Independent Behavior , Short Form, provided an ageequivalent score.

This score was divided by the chi ld's chronological

age and multiplied by 100.

For these fu nction comparisons, the lowel-

third of the group was compared to the upper third.
Time use comparisons.

In the literature, the severity of the

handicapping condition has been associated with the adjustment of the
siblings, particularly because of the need for increased care of
severely handicapped children (Farber, 1959, 1960; Grossman, 1972).
findings of Stoneman and associates (1988) concurred in that less
compete nt children placed the greates t demand for sibl ing caretaking.
The findings of the present researc h do not support this conclusion
because the siblings of high-functioning children w"ith Down syndrome

The
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Table 22
Adjusted Comparisons of Time Use in Minutes for Siblings of Low- and
High-Functioning Chi ldren with Down Syndrome

Covarialcs$

Covdriate
F

Low·
functioning -x"
n = 19

p

Functioning

value

F

p
value

.721

Composite categories
$ work

0,1

229.00

18051

5.73

.003

.13

Household tasks

0,11

200.16

211.42

2.1M

.127

.02

.884

Child care

0,2,3

49.35

71.95

2.09

.107

.23

.634

Shopping

0,1.l3

320.76

122.47

3.69

Pe rsona l care

0,1

4878.10

4937.48

17.27

Educat iona l activities

0,4

1613.37

1941.37

Organ iza tiona l activities

0,1

101.61

117.65

28558

Social activities

3.39

.075

.000

.17

.679

1.07

.376

.73

.398

1.26

.303

.05

.819

182.10

3.11

.057

1.14

.294

A ctive leisure

0,1

940.44

898.12

3.57

.024

.IM

.838

Passive leisure

0,1

1399.61

1484.10

2.3]

.093

.17

.682

Focused ca tego ries
C hild care

0,2

Sleep

0,1,1]

42.53

66.25

2.08

.122

.29

595

3827.99

3926.64

8.84

.000

.50

.483

Eat at home

0,5

286.79

430.99

5.14

.005

7.29

.0 11

Eat at friend s

0,1

72.82

10.82

2.48

.077

2.70

. 109

Ea t

0,],6

ou l

ABend school

126.97

155.43

2.02

.]23

.38

542

0,2

1352.06

1339.15

1.85

.159

.00

.965
.338

I-Iomework

0,]

203.82

324.29

2.25

.101

.95

Church

0, ]

46.12

96.86

2.30

.094

.87

.356

Play

0,7

234.07

450.96

3.56

.024

2.79

.]04

Sports

0,11

472.01

296.21

.80

.51M

2.3]

.137

70.86

65.73

.85

.438

.oJ

.910

!-l obbies

Read
Conversation in home

TV

0,1

83.]4

30.03

.61

.548

1.40

.245

175.09

182.82

2.52

.095

.01

.913

1082.96

11M5.71

3.76

.020

.04

.853

Notes:
s Covariatcs:

0 = Sibling age and sex; 1 = Time in school; 2 = Tota l income; 3 = Sibling birth order,
4 = Number of parents in home; 5 = MOIher's years of education; 6 = Father's years of ed ucalion;
7 = MOIhcr's hours o f work; 11 = Sex of Down syndrome child;
13 = Sibling al1d Down syndrome r.h ild s~ me sex

, Cova riance adjusted means.
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spent more time in child care (adju sted

x = 66.25 minutes)

sib lings of lower fu nctioning ch ildren (adjusted x

=

than did

42.53; see Table

22).

In the other time use comparisons, a significant difference
(Q

= . 011)

was found for the variable of time spent in eating at home,

with the siblings of low-functioning children with Down syndrome
spending less time eating at home than did the siblings of highfun ct ioning children with Down syndrome.

It is interesting to note that

in other activities that took the siblings out of the home (shopping,
Q

=

.07 5, socia l activities, sports, and eating at friends), siblings of

lower functioning Down syndrome children spent more time than did
sibl in gs of hi gher functioning Down syndrome children.

On th e other

hand, this trend did not ho ld true for time spent in church activities.
That sib ling s of low-functioning chi ldren with Down syndrome spent more
time in act ivities outside the home is only a tentative conclusion and
req ui res more in ves tigation.
Attitude comparisons.

The only significant difference found in

th e attitude s and perceptions of the s iblings was that siblings of highfunctioning Down syndrome children thought that it was more important to
ha ve lot s of friends (Q

=

.047; see Table 23).

This attitudinal finding

doesn't seem to support the suggestion that siblings of lower
functioning Down syndrome children look outside the home for activities
and associations.

The more probable conclusion is that in each case, in

both the time use and attitudinal findings, one significant finding out
of over 20 analyses might be due to chance and probably does not reflect
real differen ces .
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Table 23
Ad ju sted Comparisons of General Attit ude s and Perceptions of Siblings of
Low- and High-Functioning Children with Down Syndrome

Covariatcs'

Low- _
High- _ Covariate p functioning
p
ru~cl~n~~g x# fun~ti~nj~ x#
F
value
F
value

Am happy in general

3.53

3.92

.30

.743

158

.215

Am happy how I get along with friends
of opposite sex

3.27

3.21

.94

.397

.20

.655

Am happy how 1 get along with friends

3.48

3.57

.64

.532

.33

.568

of same sex
How often does family do things
IOgether?

3.89

4.00

3.62

.034

.13

.721

Family rules:

3.04

2.60

.20

.817

.62

.434

0,13

2.91

2.73

1.67

.185

.12

.725

3.02

3.19

.85

.434

.09

.761

0,11

4.91

5.62

1.21

.315

2.32

.134
.372

Lots of rules

\IS.

not many
Family rule enforcement:

Strict

\IS.

relaxed

Rules clear

#: of days/week family has main meal
together

TV on during meal

0,10

2.59

2.29

2.02

.123

.81

TV I\.I; pl on

0,1

2.26

2.32

.18

.907

.13

.725

4.47

4.44

.93

.403

.01

.915

3.30
4.85
3.83
4.54
3.69
3.40

3.64
4.72
4.42
4.80
3.84
3.54

5.38
.80
659
1.36
.85
.81

.008
.453
.000

1.11

.265

.50
4.16
1.23

.435
.496

.16

.296
.482
.047
.274
.621
.694

3.31

3.02

1.74

.186

1.84

.181

3.71
2.72
3.00
3.58
3.80
16.61

3.53
2.54
2.86
3.26
3.51
15.70

1.53
.29
2.15
1.40
1.65
1.36

.219

.830
.105
.256
.195
.263

.94
.31
.24
2.75
3.01
1.81

.336
.583
.630
.103
.091
.185

3.68

3.34

.47

.627

1.45

.234

'-low important

10

your parents that

you do well in school?
I-l ow important is it to you Illat you:

Participate in sports

0

Do well in school

0

Have lOIS of friends
Graduate (rom college
Gel married
I·lave children

0,3,9
0,5
0
0,7

H ow much do you like school?

.25

Perceived school abilities:
Good at school work
Slow in getting school work done
1·lave trouble understanding what I read
Can figure out answers without trouble
Feci as smart as other kids in class
Composite perceived school abilities
School ability e»pecta tions: Compared
10 others, how well do you expect to
do ill school this year?

0,9
0,2
0,9
0
0,6
0,5 ,9

NOles:

.

, Covariance adjusted means .
All items have been recoded so a higher score is a more positive score.

S Ccvariates:

~ : ~;!~ne~,:gy~:~do~e:~;ca~o~O~1 ~n~~I~{e;'s ~lo~i~li~f ~~:~; ~rd!r;Ju~b:;1~~h~~~~:~~~ of education;
= Mother's age; 11 = Sex of Down syndrome child; 13 = Sibling and Down syndrome child same sex
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In the ir review, Simeonn son and McHale (1981) li st severity of
handicap as one of the fa ct or s related to s i bling ad ju stment, bu t they
note that severity alone probab ly doesn't account f or poor s ibling
adjustment, but that instead there is a compli ca ted interaction among
severa l variables, including the nature and sever ity of the handicap ·and
the cha racteristics and attitudes of the nonhandicapped person.
Possibly , the present analysis is not fine-grained enough to measure the
effect of the severity of the handicap.
Compari sons of Scores on Sibling Sca les of
Sibl ing s of Children wi t h Down Syndrome
Both the adaptations of the Sibling Problem Questionnaire (McHa l e
et al ., 1986) and t he Schaeffer Sibling Behav ior Questionnaire
(Schaeffer & Edgerton, 1979) used a Li kert-type sca le ranging from
4, wit h 4 being a more positive score.

to

The items on each sca l e have

been total ed. Consequently. the range for the two scales could be from
14 to 56 and 10 to 40, respe ctively , with higher scores ind icat in g
positive adjustment (see Tabl e 24).
The actua l range of responses for the adaptation of the Sibling
Prob l em Questionnaire was 26 to 54, with an adjusted mean of 41 .97 and a
med i an of 42.

Bot h the mean and med ian are well above than the mid-

point of the po ss ibl e rang e.

For the Sc haeffer Si bling Behavior

Questionnaire adaptatio n, the range of response was 15 to 40, with an
ad ju st ed mean of 31.98 and a median of 32.00.

These measures of central

tendency are also higher than the mid-point of the possible range.
Therefor e , as a group , the sib l i ngs of ch ildren with Down syndrome
appeared to f eel moderate ly posit i ve about their relationship wit h their
brother or s i ster with Down syndrome.
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Table 24
Adju st ed Comparisons of Sibling Attitudes' Toward the Child in Their
Fami ly with Down Syndrome+

CovariatcsS

~n~u:~~~g~~~'llil~~~ns

Sibling Proble m Questionnaire

.

QuCStlOllnalfC

x'

Covaria te
F

p
value

Group
F

41.24

41.94

1.82

.151

.30

584

0,10,12

31.27

31.68

5.04

.001

.17

.684

Low·

Highfunctioning

func tioning

0,9

42.28

42.83

2.23

.095

.21

.65

0,10,12

31.73

32.95

4.31

.004

1.69

.199

Questionnaire

NOles:
Attit udes measured by an adaptat ion of the sibling Prob lem Ques tionnaire (McHale, S. M., Sloan, J. , &
Simeonsson, R. J ., 1986) and an adaptation of the Schaeffe r Sibling Behaviors Scale (Schaeffer, E., &
Edgcrlon, M., 1979).
t

All items have been recodcd so a higher score is a more positive score.

t Covariance adjust~d means.

s Cova ria!es:

p
value

0,9

Adiusted comearisons of siblin~

SIbling I>roblcm

Sib lings

O lder

01 low- and hlgh./uncllonmg

Schaeffer Sibli.£lg Behavior

x'

Younger

of older

Schaeffe r Sibli,(lg Behavior
Questionnaire

Siblings

0 = Sibling age and sex; 9 == Number of o ffspring; 10

= Mother's

age; 12 = Family size
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The total scores of each of these two sca les were used to compare
the attitudes of the older and younger siblings and the attitudes of the
sibli ngs of high- and low-functioning children with Down syndrome.
Neither comparison showed significant differences in the total scores of
these two scales .
In sum, very few significant differences were found for the time
use or attitude measures in the with i n-group comparisons.

Neither

relative age of the sibling nor the level of functioning of the child
with Down syndrome seemed to affect the sibling's time use or attitudes
very much.

One finding is significant in that it supports the findings

of previous research.

Child care was shown to be partly a function of

relative age and partly a function of gender role expectations; older
children , especially older sisters , spent more time giving child care.
However, most of the siblings did not report providing child care for
s iblings.
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CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The research design of the present study overcame many of the
limitations identified in previous studies concerned with the effect of
a retarded child on siblings.

One strength of the study is a sizeable

sample of families with a child with Down syndrome that was randomly
selected from a large number of volunteer families.

A comparison group

of families that are similar except that none of their children have
Down syndrome is another strength of the study.

The micro-data of the

time diary methodology provide a detailed analysis of time use and allow
the compar ison of time use of siblings of children with and without Down
syndrome in 10 composite categories and 14 focused categories.
Attitudinal indicators of well-being were also studied.

The analysis

des ign allowed for the removal of the effects of other contextual and
structural variables to and the i so lation of the effect of having a
child with Down syndrome .

To do this, covariates were identified, and

analysis of covariance was used to determine the magnitude of
differences in time use and attitudes between the siblings of children
with and without Down syndrome net the effects of other variables.
In brief, the time-use findings from this study show marked
similarities in the way time is spent by siblings of children with and
without Down syndrome.

The presence of a child with Down syndrome does

not appear to affect siblings' time use in most categories.

Siblings of

children with and without Down syndrome spend similar amounts of time
performing household duties, shopping, sleeping, eating, playing, and

I
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participating in sports.

The few differences in time spent are

summar ized below.
Siblings of chi ldren with Down syndrome attend school
significantly less than do siblings of children without Down syndrome.
Siblings of children with Down syn drome also work more outside the home
than do the comparison siblings.

Time spent in one of these two

activities possibly affects time spent in the other because the two
activiti es are negatively correlated; however, the correlations are not
high.
The month when interviews were done might be a reason why siblings
of Down syndrome children appear to attend school less often and work
more .

Some siblings of children with Down syndrome were i nterviewed in

June and July, but none in the compar i son group were interviewed in
those month s.

In some school distr icts in the U.S., children are more

likely to be out of school in June , and older adolescents are more
like ly to have summer employment.

However, the effect of the month of

interview seems minimal because when the sibl in gs of children with Down
syndrome who have no school time and report considerab le ti me working
for pay are removed from the analyses, there are still differences
between the groups in time spent attending school and working for pay.
The difference in time spent in working outside the home may be
due to a hi stor ical or cohort effect in soc iety.

That is, it is

possible that more adolescent s worked in 1987, when the data were
collected for families wit h a Down syndrome child, than in 1981, when
the comparison data were col lected.

However, Bachman's (1989) surveys

of high school seniors found th3t t he trend si nce 1980 has been toward
less time spent in work ing for pay.

Therefore, the siblings of children
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with Down syndrome would be expected to have worked less in 1987 than
the comparison s iblings did in 1981.
this historical trend, however.

The findings are the reverse of

Consequently, the differences in school

attendance and working outside the home appear to be related to the
presence in the family of a child with Down syndrome, and these new
findings should be investigated further.
The findings of less time spent in social activities and more
child care by siblings of children with Down syndrome replicate earlier
findings.

However, the exact nature of the relationship between the

presence of a handicapped child in the family and the social activities
of siblings is unclear because different methods of collecting data and
different definitions of social activities were used in the vario us
st udies.

Social activities in t he present study include visiting

friends, attending parties, and spectator events (i.e., shows, sporting
events , and concerts).
was not included.

Active leis ure, such as participating in sports,

Other studies have defined social activities

differently.
The interpretation of child care findings is even more unclear.
In understanding this issue, it seems important to remember how little
time most siblings spend in child care as compared to time spent in
other categories.

Nevertheless, t he present findings indicate t hat

significantly more siblings of chi ldren with Down syndrome report time
spent in child care, and within the group of sibl in gs of children wit h
Down syndrome, on ly older siblings spend time in child care.

Ye t most

of the siblings, in both groups and even among the group of older
sib l ings of child ren with Down syndrome, report very l ittle or no time
spent in child care.

Only four children report extended per iods of time

I
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spent in child care.

These results seem to replicate Holt's (1958)

earlier findings that only 5% of s iblings of retarded children are
overburdened with child care and Gath and Gumley's (1987) recent
findings of no evidence of domestic burden on older sisters of retarded
children.
However, other recent studies (on child care responsibilities of
siblings of disabled children) indica te that more than just a few
siblings provide child care.

Possibly there are patterns of child care.

Sib lings may not provide child care very often, but when they do, it
might be for extended periods of ti me.

It is possible that in our

society child care is an insign if icant issue for most siblings of
retarded ch ildren, but it is a major issue for a relative few.

If

siblings infrequently provide child care for long periods of time, our
method of data collection, sampling just one weekday and one weekend
day, might not adequately reveal the pattern.

Nevertheless, our time

diary interview method of asking , "And what did you do next?" may arrive
at a more accurate f i gure of time spent than a cued-recall procedure
would because it involves no indication as to the "socia lly correct"
response.

As was discussed in the Review of Literature chapter, a cued-

response procedure might invite repor ting bias.

However, the

contradictory findings ind icate that more studies investigating the
pattern of time spent in child care and the numbers of siblings who
actually participate in child care are needed.
Another pervasive similarity in the between-group findings i s that
there is great var i ation among the time-use patterns in both groups of
siblings.

Time spent in eating at home, sleep in g, and participating in

passive leisure is more similar among the siblings, as indicated by the

I
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standard dev i ations, but there is great var iety i n all other categories,
both for the number of si blings reporting time spent and for the amounts
of t ime spent.

Although the structural variables, such as sibling age

and gender, and the contextual variab le s, such as school attendance, are
determining factors in time spent, much of the variation is not
explained.

Some of this variation in time use might be accounted for by

random variables, such as weather, that are difficult to measure.

Other

contextual variables that could be measured (but are not available in
the se data), such as the type of and time involvement in intervention
programs for the child with Down synd rome, might account for some of the
variation.

Also, contextual variables that are very difficult to

me as ure, such as prevalent societa l attitudes, might account for some of
the variat ion.
The findings of this study also reveal great similarities in
attitudes an d perce ption s of siblings of children with and without Down
syndrome.

The siblings of children with Down syndrome are as satisfied

with their general happiness, friendships, and family activ iti es and
rules as the siblings of children without Down syndrome.

They also feel

si milarly about their parents' expectations for them and their own
expectations of the future.

Although the general attitude and

perception questionnaire only provide a rough estimate of the siblings'
well-being, it shows that the siblings of children with Down syndrome
experience as high a degree of well-being as do the comparison siblings.
The se findings are important in that they are not consistent with
earlier findings of a preponderance of negative effects for siblings of
disabled chi ldren.

They do not appear to be less happy or less

satisfied with their friendships, families, and school than do the

I
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siblings of ch ildren without Down syndrome.

The attitude measures are

very general, but they do not reveal that the sib lings of children with
Down syndrome feel they are under greater stress.

If they are under

greater stress, it does not seem to affect their overall satisfaction
with their primary re l ationships.
One difference is that siblings of chi l dren with Down syndrome
report a greater frequency of family activities.

This finding might

indicate that these families prefer to have more of their social
activities together as a family than separately, or it may be indicative
of the earlier findings that families of handicapped children isolate
themselves (Farber & Ryckman, 1965).

Siblings might feel either

positive or negative about the frequency of family activities, but this
attitude is not ascerta ined.
That sib ling s of children with Down syndrome feel they do better
in school than their peer s (in comparison with the siblings of ch ildren
wit hout Down syndrome ) but expect to do less well in the future i s a
paradox.

The se findings might indicate that the siblings of children

with Down syndrome have a different perception of school than do the
sib ling s of child ren without Down syndrome and that in spite of doing
well in school, the siblings of chi ldren with Down syndrome worry more
about success in sc hool in the future than do their peers.

These

findings, a long with the finding s of lower sc hool attendance of the
siblings of children wit h Down syndrome, demonstrate that more studies
should be done concerni ng how the presence of a disabled chi ld affects
the sib ling s' sc hool experience.
Symbolic interaction theory might help explai n this paradox .

Thi s

theory suggests t hat one's perceptions of a situation are more important

!,
~
,
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than the actual even t .

Siblings' concerns about the competence of their

brother or sister with Down syndrome might affect their concerns about
their own competence and cause them to perceive school performance and
success differently than the comparison siblings.
more seriously and as a task that requires success.

They may perceive it
On the other hand,

it could also be that these two significant differences, among at least
20 comparisons, might be due to chance.
The finding s of the within -group comparisons do not substantiate
earlier findings of the effect of either the relative age of the sibling
or the developmental competence (or severity of the handicap) of the
handicapped child.

Instead, the present study did not detect that

either variable affects time use or attitudes of the siblings.

The

primary exceptions are that older siblings perform child care and
younger ones do not and that sibli ngs of children who are low
functioning eat at home s ign ifican tly less than do sib lings of highfunctioning children.

Sib lings of low-functioning children a lso spend

more time in several other act i vit ies that take them out of the home.
This finding is reminiscent of Farber 's (1960) conjecture that siblings
(in his findings, brothers) might "escape" the stress and work in the
home necessi tated by the severity of the handi cap by participating in
activ iti es out of the home.

These issues need to be investigated

further.
Finally, the present study provi ded an opportunity to exam ine the
systems theory and interaction of contextual variables in the family and
the structural variables of age an d sex of the sibling in addition to
examining the effect of the presence of a child with Down syndrome.
Contextual variables, both within the fam ily system and from systems
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out s ide the family, were found to be important.

Mother's ed ucation and

hou rs of work outside the home are examples of family contextual
variab les that affect certain categories of sibling's time use.
However, the structural vari ab les of the s ibling's age and gender are
equal if not more powerful determinants of time use .

The sibling's age

and gender, in turn, seem to be affected by the sibling's perception s of
appropriate age and gender roles.
Limitations
In evaluating the findings of this study, the limitations of the
sampling and methodology mu st be co nsidered.

First, although the sample

of 120 siblings (60 pairs) i s consi dered moderately large in studies of
si blings of handic apped chi ldren, the findings might have been cl earer
if more of the 300 families with Down syndrome children had included
sib lings from the ages 10 to 17.

Secondly, the families of chi ldren

wi th Down syndrome were volunteers and not a random sample.

However ,

within this group of volunteers, the principle of random selection was
used to obta in the final sampl e of 298 families.

Six years elapsed

between the data co llection for the Down syndrome and the comparison
samples.

The effect of hi storical or cohort change must be considered

in interpreting the findings.
Another li mitation of the present anal ysis is that only the
primary activities of the siblings were coded.

The secondary activities

(answers to " ... and what else were yo u doing at this time?") and people
they are with during the activities have not yet been coded and were not
in cluded in the present analyses.

A more comp lete picture of the
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contex t s wi t hi n these fam i l ies wo uld be presented if these data were
ana lyzed.
The reliability of time spent on 2 days (one weekday and one
weekend day) representing the activities of the other days in the week
is also somewhat problematic.

Kalton (1985), in inve stigating an

optimum time-use design, reported a range of I-day reliabilities (for
weekdays) from 64% for market work to 0% for spectator events.

In his

analyses, those activities that show greater reliabilities are
activit ies that are regularly carried out by most persons.

Those

activit ies with low reliabilities are rarely performed by few persons.
His analyses suggest that for those activities that most of the siblings
report, the reliability of the present data collection methods would be
relatively good.

However, for tho se activities that few s ibling s

report, the reliability would be low , and interpretations must be made
carefully.

Nevertheles s , good measures of group average time use are

provided by this methodology, bu t predictions of individual activities
are not indicated.
It is recognized that other contextual variables that are not
included in this study should be examined.

The intervention programs

for the chi ld with Down syndrome, the time such programs occupy, and the
health and temperament of the child with Down syndrome should be
investigated as interacting variables .
sibling should be examined.

Also, the temperament of the

However, it must also be recognized that

some contextual variables, such as soc ietal attitudes towards the
"proper" place of a ch i ld with Down syndrome , are very difficult to
measure and yet impact the f amily system.
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Changing societal attitudes about the place of retarded children
in society along with changing educational and vocational programs
impact not only the retarded child's activities and attitudes but a l so
those of the other family members.

Retarded children are participating

more openly in society than before, as witnessed by the annual Special
Olympics for handicapped persons, the recent TV ad showing a child with
Down syndrome advertising a tooth paste, and the 1989-90 TV season show
featuring an adolescent boy with Down syndrome and his family.

The

present and future effects of these changes in societal attitudes should
be monitored.
Implications for Research and Practice
The present study along with other time-use studies using
methodologies that do not bias the responses of the subjects adds a
sign ifi cant dimension to the understanding of s iblings' activities both
in families with and without handicapped children.

These findings make

an important contribution to the understanding of the contexts of
children's development.

These data, to our knowledge , have not been

availab le before for children from the ages of 10 to 17 who have
brothers and sisters.

Replication s of the methodology of families with

other handicapping conditions are indicated to determine whether the
finding s for siblings of children with Down syndrome can be generalized
to siblings of children with other handicaps.
The next steps in using the time-use data include the following:
1.

Investigating the relationsh i p between time spent in certa in

categories of time use and sib ling s ' attit udes toward the child with
Down syndrome.

I:'
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2.

Looking at the secondary activiti es and the person s with whom

the siblings are spending time.
3.

Investigating the positive and negative relationships among

the activities to obtain a more complete understanding of time use.
4.

Comparing the attitudes of the siblings toward and activities

of the siblings with the parents.
5.

Investigating the relationship between the time spent across

categories of time use and "well-being" (as outlined in the theory of
time, goods, and well-being).
It is recognized that this study has not necessarily establis hed a
direct link between activities and well-being, but it represents a
signifi cant step in describing the daily lives of these siblings and in
understanding the great variation in functioning and well-being of
s iblings with retarded children .

It is hoped that the information from

thi s study will contribute to a better understanding of sibl i ngs'
activities, both in families with and without a child with Down
syndrome.

It seems that parents and clinicians would greet the findings

of major similarities between the groups of sibli ngs of ch ildren with
and without Down syndrome with relief.

A major concern of parent s is

the effect sib lings have on each others' behavioral and emotional
adjustment (McHale et al., 1984).

Knowing that the presence of a child

with Down syndr ome does not necessarily restrict the siblings'
activities, attitudes , and perceptions might be comforting.

The

researc h findings also indicate possible probl emat ic areas (e.g., low
attendance at schoo l or burden of child care) that could be related to
parents.

III

In conclusion, the present findings along with other recent
research finding s indicate a greater normalcy of activities and
attitudes for siblings in families with handicapped children than was
indicated in earlier studies .

These more po si tive outcomes may also

reflect (a) better study designs that use comparison groups and samples
that are not based on clinical populations, (b) more positive attitudes
in society generally toward families rearing handicapped children (Gath

&Gumley, 1987) , and (c) that the experience of greater s ibling
responsibility for handicapped brothers and sisters observed in earlier
studies may have been altered by the increased service-delivery options
for famili es of handicapped children (Begun, 1989) .
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AQQe ndix A
Components of Focused Categories
Comgonents

Focused Variable
Child care

209
218
219
221
222
238
248

Baby care, ages 0-4
Child care, mixed ages
Child care, ages 5-17
Help/teach children
Help/supervise homework
Reading to child
Play with baby, ages 0-2

Sleep

459
469

Night sleep
Naps, resting

Eat at home

439

Meals at home

Eat at friends

448

Mea l s at friends

Eat out

449

Meal s at restaurants

Atte nd schoo 1

509

Student's classes

Homework

sag

Homework, studying

Church

641
642
643
644
651
652

Religious helping--meeting
Religious helping--groups
Other activities as member of
church group
Meetings- - chu rch group
Church services
Individual religious practices

866
871
872
873
874
875
876
877

Pretend play
Play card games
Pl ay board games
Play soci al games
Puzzles
Play with toys
Play outdoors
Pl ay indoors

Play
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Compo nent s

Focused Variabl e
Sports

Hobbies

801
802
803
804
805
806
807
808
809
811
812
813
814
815
816
817
818
821
822
823
824
825
826
864
865
883
884
885
886

889

Teams sports
Racquet sports
Golfing
Sw imming
Skating, skii ng
Bow ling, pool
Frisbee, catch
Exercises, yoga
Boxing, wrestling
Hunting
Fi shing
Boating, sail ing
Camping, at beach
Snowmobiling
Gliding
Pleasure drives
Picnicking
Wa lking - -plea sure
Hiking
Jogging
Bicycling--pleasure
Motorcycling
Horseback riding
Dance, body movement
Gymnast i cs
Child meets--team sport s
Child meets--individual sports
Lessons--sports
Les son s--body movement
Other active l eisure

831
832
833
834
835
841
842
843
844
851
852
861
862
863

Photography
Working on cars
Repairing equipment
Collections
Carpentry
Canning, preserving
Needlework, knitting
Sewing
An imal care
Art
Literature
Playing instrument
Singing
Acting
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Components

Focused Variabl e
Rea d

939
941
942
943
959

Reading book s
Rea ding magazines
Rea ding other
Chi ld be ing read to
Read ing newspapers

Co nver sati on at home

961
962
963

Phone conversation
Other conversation
Hou sehold conversation

TV

919

Wa t ching TV
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Appendix B
General Attitudes and Perceptions Scale
Sect ion L
Ll.

Now, I have some additional quest ions. Let's start with a general
one. Taki ng all thin gs together, how happy would you say you are
thes e days?
1.

L2 .

3.

Very Happy

5.

Pretty Happy

I'm going to read you a list of t hings that describe how kids do
in sc hool. Now, for each one, tel l me whether it describes how
you are in sc hool most of the time, some of the time, almost
never, or never.
Most of
t he time

L3.

a.

I am good at schoo 1 work.

b.

I am s l ow in getting my
sc hool work done .

c.

I have trou bl e
un derstandi ng what I read.

d.

I can figure out answers at
sc hoo l without any trouble.

e.

I f ee 1 just as smart as
other kids in my class.

Almost
Never

Never

Very happy

2.

Pretty happy

3.

Not very
happy

4.

Not at all
happy

How happy are you with the way yo u get along with Qirli your age?
1.

L5.

Some of
the time

How happy are you with the way you get along with boys your age?
1.

L4.

Not too happy

Very happy

2.

Pretty happy

3.

Not very
happy

4.

Not at all
happy

In the next part of this interview, I'll be asking you questions
about how things are in the family.
Sometimes families do act ivities together as a group, and
sometimes family members do things alone. Does your family do
thing s together:
1.

A lot of the time

3.

Some of the time

5.

Hardly ever
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L6.

Some families have lots of rules, and other f amil ies don't have
very many rules. Which kind of fam il y do you have?
1.

L7.

3.

Rul es strict ly
enforced

5.

Depends

Rules not strictly
enforced

Do yo u always understand the rules in yo ur f amily , or do they
sometimes seem a little unclear?
1.

L9 .

Not very ma ny rul es

In some famil ies, parents are very stri ct about enforc ing their
rul es . In ot her families, parents are not very strict about
enfor ci ng t hei r rul es. Which ki nd of family do you have?
1.

LB.

5.

Lots of ru 1es

5.

Always un dersta nd rules

Sometime s seem unclear

How many days a week do you eat your main meal with mo st of your
fam il y?
_____ days a week

L10. When your family eats a main meal toget her , how oft en i s the TV on
so that you can watch it?
1.

Most of
t he time

2.

Some of
the time

3.

4.

Almost ne ver

Neve r

Ll1 . Some f amilies kee p t he TV on most of th e time wheth er or not
anyb ody is rea l ly watch ing it. In your fa mily, i s a TV kept on:
1.

A11 of
th e time

Most of
t he time

2.

3.

4.

Some of
the time

None of
the time

L12. How important is i t to your parents that you do well i n schoo l?
1.

3.

Ver y important

Somewhat important

5.

Not very
important

Ll3. Who se ideas ar e most li ke yo urs about what is right or wro ng?
1.

Parents

2.

Friends

3.

Teachers

L14. Wh o wo uld you feel t he worst abou t disappo inting?
1.

Par ents

2.

Friends

3.

Teachers
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Section M
M3.

Now we would like to know how important you feel it is for your to
do certain things while you are growing up and after you become an
adult. As I read each item, please tell me whether you feel it is
very important, somewhat important, or not important at all that
you do it.
Somewhat Not at all
Very
Important Important Important
a.

First, how important is it
to you that you participate
in sports ?

b.

(How important do you feel
it i s) that you do well in
schoo l ?

c.

... have lots of friends?

d.

. . . gra duate from co llege?

e . . . . get married?
f . . . . have children?

MS.

Thi nkin g abo ut schoo l in general, how much do you lik e school?
1.

M6.

A lo t

2.

Some

3. On ly a little

4.

Not at all

Compared to most others in your , lass , how well do you expect to
do in school this year?
1.

Better than most

3.

About the same

5.

Not as well
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Appendix C
Adaptation of Siblings' Pro blems Ouestionnaire
Section J

JI.

Please tell me whether these statements are always true, are true
most of the time, are true some of the time, or are never true.
a . I like having (DS name) in our family .
b. I don't let people make fun of (DS name) around me.
c. Sometimes I think of (DS name) as lucky because (he/she) gets
special treatment.
d. My friends like to come to my house sometimes to play wi th (DS
name) .

J2.

a. I have trouble explaining to my friends about (DS name).
b. My parents don't mind when (DS name) can't do things that other
children can.
c. I wish I could talk to someone about my prob lems and worries
about (DS name).

J3.

People feel too uncomfortable to talk about (OS name) to me.
At times, I don't like the way (OS name) interferes with my
plans.
c . I like to take (OS name) places with me.

J4 .

a . Life in my family is quite a bit different from life in other
families because of (DS name).
b. Sometimes I wonder how smart I am myself.
My
parents don't think 1 have to be more helpful because (DS
c.
name) is in our f amily.
d. I wish I could be extra smart for my parents' sake because (DS
name) i s not.

a.
b.

1.
2.
3.
4.

NEVER TRUE
TRU E SOME OF THE TIME
TRUE MOST OF THE TIME
ALWAYS TRUE

(Adapted from McHale, Sloan, &Simeonnso n, 1986)
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Appendix D
Adaptation of Schaeffer Sibling
Behavior Rating Scale
Section K
Kl.

Now I ha ve some questions about how you and (DS name) get along
together. I'll read a statement, and I'd like you to tell me if
the statement is always true, mostly true, sometimes true, or
never true.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.

You are willing to run errands and do favors for (DS name).
You comfort (DS name) when (he/she) i s unhappy or upset.
You protect (DS name) from harm or teasing.
You are pleased by the progress (OS name) makes.
You are jealous of the specia l attention (DS name) gets.
You forget (DS name's) handicap when you are playing or joking
together.
You show or tell (DS name) interesting things.
You think of ideas for things you can do together .
You make plans that include (OS name).
You are embarrassed to be with (DS name) in public.
1.
2.
3.
4.

NEVER TRUE
SOMETIMES TRUE
MOSTLY TRUE
ALWAYS TRUE

(Adapted from Schaeffer

&Edgerton,

1~79)
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Boyce, G. C., & Lancy, D. F. (1988, April). The familv portrait.
Paper presented at Utah Council on Family Relations Annual Meeting.
Boyce, G. C., & Sc hva ne ve l dt, J. D. (1988 , November). A critical
assessment of research perspectives and theoretical orientations of
research on families with handicapped children. Paper presented at
the annual meeting of the National Council on Family Relations,
Philadelphi a, PA .
Sc hvaneveldt, J. D., &Boyce, G. C. (1988, November). Sibling
interaction and functioning in large family systems. Paper
presented in the Resea rch and Theo ry Section at the Annual Meeting
of the National Council of Family Resea rch, Philadelphia, PA.
Wor kshops
July 1987

"Providing an Enriched Home Environment: Early
Childhood Co nference. Utah State University

September 1987

"Fam i ly Interaction with a Handicapped Child"
Lecture Series. Utah State University

October 1987

"Fami ly Relations When a Child Is Handicapped" Adult
Leadership School, USU Family Life Extension Program

Com-Net

Honors and Awards
1956
1956 -60
1957
1959
1959-60
1960
1975
1977
1987
1988

High school valedi ctor ian, Aberdee n, Idaho
Academic Scholarshi ps, Br igham Young University
Alpha Lambda Delta Honorary
Phi Kappa Phi Honorary; Outstandi ng Student for College of
Humanitie s
President of the Associated Women Students
Outstanding Woman Graduate --Efficiency Award presented by
the Provo Chamber of Commerce
Woman of the Year Service Award, presented by Logan
Jaycees
Volunteer Service Award for publishing and dessiminating
PTA chi ld abuse information booklet
Presidential Fellow, Utah State University
Phyllis R. Snow Schol ars hip, Utah State University
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Teaching and Research Interests
Human Growth and Development
Interaction within families:
Families with handicapped children
Parent and child
Sibl ing s
Parent and preschool age child literacy events in the home
Parent Education
Guidance of Young Children

